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Who is Lisa Birnbach
by MEGHAN CASEY
"We're definitely not taking this sitting down ," said Tom
Claytor, President of Stu-A, in reference to Lisa Birnbach's
evaluation of Colby in her new book LISA BIRNBACH'S
COLLEGE BOOK. Birnbach , author of THE PREPPY
HANDBOOK/spent the last two years visiting 186 campuses around the country compiling information for a 515
page survey, which, according to Liz Williams of Ballantine Books in New York , is a subjective guide , and is "certainly not a Barron 's type book."

Excerpt on Colby pg. 6
Birnbac h visited Colby during exam period in the spring
of 1983, and her evaluation based on that visit is, according to most readers, very unfavorable to the school.
Her major criticism is that Colby students, while hard
workers, are "a-intellectual." "They go to class, take notes,
when tested they repeat exactly what's been said , and never
question ," she writes. "It 's a frantic grind , motivated by
need , not desire."
"The obvious result of the work pressure, is a nonparticipation in extra-curricular activates and a disinterest
in causes ," she continues.

•

•
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First:

THE OFFICIAL PREPPY HANDBOOK

General reaction on campus to the book has been outrage.
Now...
"I can't get over how superficial and sloppy the Colby entry is," said President William Cotter.
"I was furious ," stated Cory Humphreys, Vice-President
of Stu-A. "Bowdoin and Bates got rave reviews and Colby
got the most one-sided evaluation of any college in the book.
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Every other college had some nice things written about it. "
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Other students took a more philosophical look at the
book. "Anyone who would write something as ridiculous
as THE PREPPY HANDBOOK, shouldn 't be taken
seriously, " said senior Diane Albert.
Peter Kingsley , Director of Public Affairs, calls the Colby entry, ""Very distressing. She dwelled on the negative
aspects and ignored the positive ones." .
Three students were angry enough to confront the author
directly. Last Tuesday, Claytor, Humphreys and Cici Bevin,
Johnson Commons President ,-along with Kingsley, rented
a plane, and with Claytor as pilot , flew to Boston College
State by staff , school b y school ,
where they knew Birnbach would be speaking that evening.
the first and oniv college smide to tell it like it is...
Her lecture at B.C. was intended to be humorous and
some of the jokes were at Colby's expense, according to
Claytor . Humphreys stated that during a joke about the
fi«
nuclear issue, Birnbach claimed , "Even Colby students
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wouldn 't want to be victims of a nuclear war."
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Conttnued on page 6

A Colby woman was
assaulted by a group of five to
seven men during a party last
Friday night. Her assailants may
be members of the Union football team.
The incident occurred during
a private, invitational party held
in Grossman. According to a
statement released through the
victim 's friends , she went to the
basement to check on a keg, and
found the group of men trying
to steal it.
When she told them to put
down the keg, they backed her
into a corner and, holding a
brick to her throat; made explicit sexual suggestions. The
woman screamed, but could not
be heard upstairs because of the
music. The men continued to

threaten her, and began to strip
from the .waist down.
The possible rape was stopped when someone began to
bang on the basement door and
the assailants fled. The incident,
which occurred around 9:30
p.m., lasted less than ten
minutes , said the statement.
Apparently, it added , no one
from Colby was involved in the
assault.
Accordinjg to Dean of
Students Janice Seitzinger, one
of the assailants was wearing a
maroon Union sweater. "We
think it was a football sweater,"
she said, "but it could have been
a friend of the football team or
even a Colby student with a
Union sweater. "
The Union football team was
staying at the Howard Johnsons
in Waterville prior to their game
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with Colby on Saturday .
Union is compiling pictures
of the team, said Seitzinger ,
which it will send to Colby to be
used in trying to identify the
assailants.
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Mules fall to Union 30-14.
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by JOSH SHAPIRO
"It 's a precedent-setting year, so
every decision we make will be very important ," said Student Judiciary Board
(Stu-J) Chief Justice Andre w
Worthington.
Since last May, Stu-J has undergone
several changes to accomodate itself to
the new commons system, This year 's
Boa rd members will hear more cases
and have larger responsibilities than in

Continu ed on page 8
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danger their scholarship.

With election day just a month
away, many Colby students may be
wondering where and how to register
to vole,
According to Lmctte B. Dostie ,
Wntervi llc 's Deputy Clerk , Colby
students may register in Maine if they
wish to do so. Dostie explained that
even if students arc alrcady 'registered
in their home state, tlicy can register
in Maine. By doing so, their home
registration would be cancelled out. A
student could then re-rcgistcr in their
home state after election day.
Dostie also pointed out that students
wlio have state scholarships should
check with their state to be sure
registering in another slate will not en-
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Stu-J adj usts to
Commons System

According to the head of
Safety and Security Pete
Chenevert, his office recieved a
call about the incident roughly
an hour after it took place.
Following established protocol ,
they contacted Seitzinger who,
because of the possible involvement of tlie Union football
team, asked Colby Football
Coach Chris Raymond to come,
also . Within two hours .Safety
and Security also put up posters
in all dorms warning that an
assault had taken place.
"The victim was unwilling to
identify anybody that night.
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Birnbach's new book: "Tells it like it is?"

by KAREN BUCKLEY
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Colby Woman Assaulted
by NASH ROBBINS
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Students may register in Maine until election day, This can be done at (he
City Clerk 's office through October .17.
After this day, registration must be
done at the Board of Registration in
City Hall. The hours of the Board of
Registration during this time period
will be 1 p.m, - 5 p.m. and 7 p.m, 9 p.m. Students may also register in
Maine outside of City Hall as long as
it is done in front of a notary public.
For students wishing to register in
th eir home s t a t es, other requirements
may exist. In Alabama , Idaho , Iowa ,
New York, an d Utah , a p ers on mus t
register at least 10 days before election
clay. In Sou* Dakota , the time limit
is 15 days, and in Kansas and ArkanContlnued on pago 7
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responsibility," Worthington said,
Continued on page 16
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the past.
Nash Robbins , a member of
RCAB's Stu-J subcommittee, said the
major change from last year involves
the number of cases which go before
Stu-J . "Last year only certain (more
serious) incidents were heard by Board
members, while now almost every infraction will go directly to the Board ,
and not to the Dean of Students
Office."
According to Robbins, the Judiciary
Board "was poorly perceived by
students last year ," which also contributed to its current revisions.
Other important structural changes
include two voting faculty members to
hear cases along with the twelve
students (six male, six female); none of
the faculty could serve on it previously, In addition , the four-person Appeals Board now has one student working with three faculty members.
Although the Stu-J selecting committee originally planned to have at
least' one Board representative from
each commons, they selected only one
from Mary Low Commons, Worthington said thai a student 's ability
took precedence over his place of
residence , and that the selection committee felt that other students happened to be more qualified thnnjliose in
Mary Low.
"Board members have such a great
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your opinion
of nuclear
freeze 9

A. "I am supportive of the
freeze because there is a need for
a positive action to show our
concern for the future. The
madness must end in some way
other than destruction. "
Stu Krusell

J

Sri

A. I believe the best way to
avoid a nuclear war is to make
the public aware of its consequences. The people who are
protesting America and Russia's
actions should be educating the
rest of the public about the
dangers of nuclear war if they
are sincerely concerned about the
fate of the human race. An excellent person who is doing
something about the threat of
nuclear war is Helen Caldicott .
She forcefully and tactfully impressed upon the students and
faculty present at Lorimer
Chapel last Monday night that it
is imperative that we utilize the
democracy at our disposal to
prevent the extinction of the
human race which would follow
a nuclear holocaust.
Bran Claytor

Tom Claytor

Jen Shackett

Three teenagers ¦accused of
killing a homosexual by throwing him over a bridge into a
stream pleaded guilty to the
charges Monday .

Third Floor

his attitude towards the Soviets. Mondale accused Reagan of being insincere
in wanting a new approach towards
Moscow. He simply called it a
"deathbed conversion," but a senior
White House official recently claimed
that "the President has no greater
priority than improving relations with
the Russians." He admitted that he
couldn't prove it, but said he could see
that Reagan is approaching the issue
seriously. Reagan, in the meantime,
has made no critical remarks against
the Soviets this week.
During his meeting with Gromyko,
the President was "forcefu l and
Continued on page 8

... The Elephant
<

On Friday, President Reagan met
with Gromyko for three hours of "intense" discussion. Reagan had to meet
the American voter 's demands for progress between the U.S. and Russia, and
also had to answer Gromyko's call for
"concrete deeds and not verbal
assurances." He is working very hard
to convince the American people and
the Soviets that he has truly changed
adequacy or inadequacy. The Reagan
A. "I think that a discussion on
the nuclear freeze should take
place between Russia , the U.S.,
and a neutral party . In doing
this , each country will understand the other's viewpoint and
the human race will perhaps be
able to live without the threat of
nuclear war ."

The three Bangor youths
entered the pleas of admission
-- the equivilant of guilty in an
adult court - at a juvenile hearing which drew protests from
gay rights activists. Three weeks
before , the judge , David Cox ,
had ruled against a motion by
the prosecutor that the three
defendants be tried as adults.
If they had been tried as
adults, they would have faced a
maximum sentence of 25 years
in prison. As it is, the maximum
punishment is confinement in
the Maine Youth "Center until
they are 21,

The Democrats were very angry with
Reagan because of his derogatory
remarks against the Carter Administration concerning the intelligence agency. On Thursday, too, Mondale "put
aside the campaign " and talked to
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko aobut improving U .S.-Soviet
relations, no matter who is president,
In response to Reagan 's suggestion
that the bombing was a result of a collapse of the intelligence force in recent
years, Mondale stated that "the bombing of our embassy annex last week
has got nothing to do with intellignece

hf»aH)inp< ;

A. I have the same outlook as
Helen Caldicott. It is so important to communicate with people - communication should be
a number 1priority . Yet 99 percent of all problems are caused
due to a lack of it.
If I were president, I'd make
an effort to . communicate with
the Russians. Two key factors in
this argument are understanding
and communication. Communication is necessary to
develop a better understanding
with one another.
I feel strongly that if we feel
threatened by the Russians, they
in turn must also feel threatened by us. Yet to find out , we
have to communicate."

Labor Secretary Raymond J.
Donovan was indicted by a
Bronx , N.Y. grand jury, in connection with his past business as
a construction executive.
The indictment "is not worth
the paper it is written on ," said
Donovan , who added that
Reagan will be giving him a
leave of absence pending the
outcome of the case.

-~

Foreign Affairs dominated the past
week' s campaign and Reagan 's
meeting with Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko and -his reaction to
the Beirut bombing dominated the

by MOLLY STONE

[Rea l Life

by LIZ STEWART

Administration was warned privately
as well as publicly that this was about
to happen." Speaker of the House Tip
O'Neill stated on CBS T.V. 's "Morning News" that Reagan "has ,' no
knowledge of foreign affairs . He has
no follow up whatsoever... He hasn 't
any depth on any subject that I mention." The democrats want to know
why this administration can 't admit
that they made a mistake and'assess the
responsibility instead of passing the
blame around.
In Mondale 's meeting with
Gromyko, he urged Gromyko to "put
aside past differences" and renew arms
Continued on page 8

Security Rep ort
Friday
10:23 - Student called to report harassment at Grossman. Security
responded.
11:01 - Report of botles being thrown
in Butler first floor. Approx . one case
of bottles broken.

Saturday
11:00 (approx.) - Student taken to
Thayer after injury in fight.
Miscellaneous reports of fights and
bottle throwing throughout weekend.

Campus Life
Harvard University is rejecting the recommendation of its
own advisory panel , and has
decided not to sell its stock in
South African countries, the
school said Monday .
As of June , Harvard had
$309 million invested in 69 companies with operations in South
Africa. The school's total endowment more than exceeds $2
billion.
-The Boston Globe

The Bates Democrats held a
'mock election ' recently, and
students at that college would
have put Mondale into office.
The Democratic nominee took
333 of the votes, while Reagan
came away with just 252.
Other results included a 474
to 73 vote cast for the equal
rights ammendment , a 261 to
213 vote for Senate candidate
Libby Mitchell over Republican
Senator Robert Cohen, and a 67
to 33 percent vote against setting
the minimum -drinking age at
21.
-The Bates Student
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Fo u nded i n 1877 , the Echo ,is
published weekly except during vacation and exam period by the students
of Colby College.
-All correspondence should be addressed to the Editor , Colby ECHO ,
Colby College, Wate rville , ME
04901 , Subscriptions are available at
$12 per school year,
POSTMASTER: Send address
changes lo The Colby Echo, Colby
College , Waterville , ME O4901.
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Governors hold second meeting
by RICK RAINVILLE

New Brick signs installed this summer with money donated by the
classes of 1934 and '54.

Future not bright for
those in temp housing
temporary walls but, he states, "These
women seem happier there than they
would be in the rooms that are
available now."
The selection of rooms occupied by
upperclassmen is better for the four
men still living in Roberts and
Johnston is hopeful that these men will
be moved out as soon as arrangements
can ~be made. If a person refuses to
move when an "adequate" room is
available, they are not eligible to
receive the 200 dollar room deposit
rebate.
Overall, Johnston said that the
number of people in temporary housing is drastically less than last year.
This, he said, is due to the full use-of
the fraternities which has added just
under 50 beds to Colby's capacity.

by SUZANNE KRUMM
There are still 14 people in temporary housing and the future doesn 't
look promising for many of them to
obtain regular housing before the end
of this semester.
Double and triple rooms have opened up all over campus for the 10
women in Coburn. - However, these
available spaces are with freshmen and
Paul Johnston , Housing Coordinator,
said , "1 won't force upperclassmen to
move back into a freshman rooming
situation. "
Johnston is not happy that 14
women are living in rooms that are
barely closet singles and are formed by
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by SUSAN JACOBSON

Many areas of Colby have
undergone changes this year, and the
Colby Bookstore is no exception. New
manager Jessica.Tpniasohas given the
bookstore a true facelift. With her experience at the Harvard Bookstore in .
Cambridge, MA, Tomaso has been
able to rearrange the Colby Bookstore
into a more efficient and accessible
facility.
Upon her arrival to Colby on July
1, Tomaso immediately went to work.
The first of her major changes came
in the front room where the textbooks
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Wednesday night , at its second gathering this semester,
the Board of Governors took several steps toward improving the quality of life for all members of the Colby
community.
On the agenda was the approval of the chairpersons for
the Commons Councils. All recommendations were
authorized with the understanding that Jim Gill and Andy
Meyers, who will serve as finance co-chairpersons for
Johnson Commons, will share only one vote.
Among the most disputed issue at the meeting was the
ratification of disciplinarian procedures as established by
RCAB last spring. The center of controversy was the Stu-J
Appeals Board , which is composed of several faculty
members and one student member. Kathy Philips, Dana
Hall Governor, moved that it be required that at least one
male and one female be on the Appeals Board .
Supporters of Philips' motion pointed out that a woman
on the Appeals Board would be more sympathetic in the
case of sexual harassment, and that a woman should be present to defend women 's rights. Andrew Worthington, Chief
Justice of Stu-J , pointed out that faculty members nominate
themselves to be on the Appeals Board, and that generally,
female faculty members are reluctant to join. This posed
the problem that if female representation were required, and

no woman volunteered , the Appeals Board would be unable
to function because it wouldn 't be in accordance with the
Constitution.
A number of compromises were suggested, one being that
two students , one male and one female, be on the Appeals
Board and share one vote. But Worthington 's response was
that the Appeals Board deals primarily with matters of
academic dishonesty, and since students don 't ordinarily
know much about plagiarism and other form s of cheating,
not more than one should be on the Board. Another suggestion was that if a female faculty member nominates
h erself, she should be given preference. Ultimately, the
Board of Governors chose to ratify the recommended
disciplinarian procedures with the exception of the section
concerning the Appeals Board. This matter shall be settled
at a later time.
Another important issue was the representation of offcampus students in campus government. Frank Porada, OffCampus Governor, indicated that off-campus people are
inadequately represented on the social life, cultural life, and
financial committees. He moved that there be at least one
off-campus representative on each of those campus-wide
committes.
Opposers to Porada's motion argued that because each
commons is so much larger than the off^ampus community,
the representative/student ratio would be unfair. It was also
pointed out that off-campus people are automatically assignContinued on page 7
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had been located. She felt the textbooks should be the main focus of the
store, and not buried around a corner
in an enclosed room. The dark shelves
and fixtures that lined the walls and
held the books were also taking away
the beauty of the front room. The
massive windows, arches, and fireplace
were being hidden by the overpowering shelves.
"This room has so many nice
characteristics. It was a shame to cover
them up," Tomaso commented. By
removing the heavy shelves* and textbooks to the back of the store, a more
comfortable atmosphere has been
created. Novelty items, such as candy,
magazines, and general nontextbooks ,
are now in the front of the store. In
the back , the textbooks are more
spread out and organized , making
them easier for students to locate.
Tomaso continued with her improvements by moving the old cash
registers and creating a separate "Colby Room " to house Colby T-shirts ,
athletic wear, stickers, mugs, and other
items. This change allowed for a
special isle exclusively for supplies in
the area where the clothes were formerly located.
All in all , Tomaso feels the new setup has been quite successful. "After all
the initial changes, we still had to do

some fine-tuning, but so far its been
working out well," she said.
Tomaso also noted that the
bookstore's new image is not yet complete. She would still .like to get a few
more racks for the Colby room , as well
as upgrade the general books in the
front room and fill in some of the
sparse sections.
"I am looking for input from the
faculty and students about what type
of books they would like to see in the
general reading section ," she added.
Another change instituted by
Tomaso has.been the extension of
hours . The store now remains open until 6:30 pm on Thursdays and 5:00 pm
on all other weeknights. The new
manager feels that this is better than
last year 's closing time of 4:30 pm
because it gives the people who work
all day a chance to come by and get
something at the end of their day.
New Saturday hours have also been
initiated. The store is now open from
11 am to 4 pm on Saturday, as opposed to last year 's 10 am to 2 pm hours.
Tomaso strongly feels that these new
hours have been much more convenient for the students.
Jessica Tomaso is no newcomer to
the book business. Throughout her
nine year career , she has managed two
Continued on page 7
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Hugh Coyle was named the Marylow Commons Coordinator this
week. He will be living on campus In an apartment In Foss.

Colby in Salamanca
by MARK VIDEN Colby in Salamanca is for students
who desire an extensive Spanish immersion program. Sponsored by the
Department -of Modern Languages,
Colby in Salamanca is the result of two
years of planning and is under the
direction of Professor Francisco Cauz.
Cauz. wanted to create a program in
which the Colby student would be fully
immersed in a Spanish 'university.
Thus, the Colby students at the University of Salamanca take the exact same
courses as their Spanish counterparts.
This practice differs from Colby in
Cuernavaca which has special classes
taught in Spanish for American
students only .
Chairman of the Language Depart-

ment/ Associate Professor Jonathan
Weiss, states that the Colby student is
not without assistance, however. When
the students arrive in Spain, they
undergo a six-week intensive program
in Spanish with host families. There are
.also special sessions which are offered
to the Americans in which the professors go over material that was
r/ivcr?H

in rlacc

: The students who go to .Salamanca
live in dorms or apartments. Weiss
stressed that the Colby students must
live with Spanish students, ensuring
total integration into university life. .
Professor Olivares is in charge of the
program at Colby College. His job is
to make students aware of the program, to review applications , and to '
Continued on page 6

1984 Blood Drive

Mayflower Hill in the 1930's before the campus was built.

by ANGELA E. PISCITELLO

Writing Center opens

This year, as in the past, the
freshman cJass will be sponsoring a
blood drive that will be held October
11th from 1 - 7 p.m. Melissa Ruff , a
member of the Class of 1988, will be
chairing the drive under the supervision
of Mark R. Serdjenian , Assistant Dean
of Students , and Jonathan Eddy , a
representative from Donor Resources
of the American Red Cross.
Since 1975, the College has played
a significant role in the success of the
Northeast Region 's blood program. In

time as a student becomes more aware stressed that they will not write papers
of his or her difficulties, she says.
for students, and will not serve as
Sanborn and Wallace look at a editors to "clean up " mechanical erHave you ever been distressed at the
prospect of a written assignment? Do paper as a piece of writing and not for rors in a draft.
you ever wish there was someone to its content. They are looking at the way
Sanborn stresses that the idea behind
talk to besides your professor when the someone says something, not at what the Center is learning. "Writing, " says
prose just doesn 't seem to flow? Let's they are saying. While they might help Sanborn, "is an important mechanism
be honest... Well, relax, grieve no a student gain insight by asking about in the discovery and expansion of
more! Colby now has it 's own writing the development or organization of a
Continued on page 6
center.
passage, or by suggesting a possible
The Colby College Writing Center direction that could be pursued in the
is located in the basement of Lorimer paper, they do not tamper with the
Chapel- in rooms 101 and 102. Under original contents.
"It is like using a dictionary. It is
the direction of Dr. Jean Sanborn, Lecturer in English , and Intern Kirsten simply another resource available to
by GEORGE BROWNELL
Wallace, a 1984 Colby graduate, the students," said Wallace.
Sanborn and Wallace have
Writing Center is intended to be a
Brian James, Jason Cleary and Joel Paine are not your
resource for students and faculty discovered that the mechanics of synaverage
students. They are easily mistaken for security or
members who are using writing in their tax and grammar do not present a prospecs
because
of the beepers fastened to their belts. In fact ,
classes and want to further develop blem for most students, although supthey
are
Volunteer
Firemen for Waterville.
plementary exercises are available.
their writing skills.
Many
people
have
developed a romantic vision of those
Sanborn says that the writing center Most difficulties arise with the focus
men
in
red.
The
men
,
however, have many responsibilities
is designed to be a "Weigh station , a of an idea, the clarity of an expression,
and
duties
which
are
not so glamorous.
place where students can go to develop and continuous repetition.
In
order
to
qualify
for any department recognition ,
The Writing Center is available to
strategies that will help them improve
Volunteer
Firemen
must
respond to at least 50 percent of
their writing and ultimately become help students sharpen their ideas at any
the
calls
and
attend
70
percent
of the meetings.
self-sufficient and self-editing, " Using stage of the writing process. This is a
Contrary
to
popular
belief
,
most
firemen spend a great
the writing center as a resource does useful opportunity for s'-udents to
deal
of
time
preparing
for
,
rather
than
fighting, disasters.
not guarantee an 'A' on an assignment clarify their thinking about the way to
Weekly
training
sessions
cover
a
variety
of topics from perbecause there is no quick solution to approach an assignment , the way to
sonal
safety
to
ladder
skills.
The
benefit
of a small town
a writing problem; however, Sanborn evaluate and organize an early draft ,
like
Waterville
is
that
every
fireman
performs
a variety of
rors
.
However
,
believes improvements will be seen over
Sanborn and Wallace
duties . The department also evaluates each fire in order to
refine their talents. Lastly, many people are not aware of
the time spent cleaning up after the fire has been extinguished. The. actual battle with a fire is a small percentage of
the job.
Firemen not only battle fires , but also have quite a different priority list than one would imagine. They "coyer
themselves," save lives , and protect property before they
concentrate on containing a fire. They don 't tear down walls
and chop down doors , but simply walk beside walls and
open doors when possible.
One popular misconception is the firemens ' entrance to
^ 15 College Ave. Waterville
H____fci/ \ ^ a building. Hoses are not transportable while water is flowr
ing out the nozzle. Furthermore , when they do turn on the
water , they have to protect themselves from a process called "fire blasts. " Essentially, the cold water flowing out of
by ANGELA PISCITELLO

October 1983, Colby residents donated
a record of 184 pints. The freshman
class is asking members of the student
body and faculty to give about one
hour of their time to make a blood
donation next Thursday. The college's
donations will benefit hospital patients
throughout the state of Maine, and a
single donation can help as many as
five patients.
For more information about how to
partici pate in the organization of this
blood drive, or where to schedule an
appointment , contact Dean Serdjenian
at extension 2106.

Student Fire Fighters

\
\

Redken Retail Center—
<
Chic Hair Fash ions \

\ Mon. — Sat. 8am-5 pm
[ Tues. evenings by appt.
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. ^^Sw

\

^ ^

the nozzle attracts heat. Hot air near the ceiling can rapidly descend on the nozzle causing extreme changes in
temperature which can be fatal.
Why fight fires? "It 's scary as hell, but believe it oriiot ,
it 's a lot of fun ," said Cleary. The three feel the community service is very rewarding. Cleary, James, and Paine have
met many people and while on duty their hourly wage is
substantial/Saving lives is an intangible reward difficult to
¦
describe in words.
When describing their enjoyment of the j ob, Cleary and
Paine remembered James' experience early last Spring.
While putting out a fire downtown , the fire chief maintained
the building was structurally sound and the men should continue extinguishing the fire. Unfortunately, the roof engulfed
James when it collapsed. Fortunately, he escaped untouched. In fact , most fi remen die of smoke inhilation and not
freak mishaps like this one.
The students ' relationship with the Colby community
seems significant. Those who live on.their hall may enjoy
their alarm at 3:00 a.m. However , Paine described how his
entire hajl once cheered him on as lie ran for his car in
response to a call.
Fortunately, most professors don 't mind an occasional
dash out the door. One can imagine the patience necessary
when the three students frantically run out of a room in
the middle of a lecture . Remembering that it may be the
professor's house they are rushing to save may help improve
a teacher 's temperament , however.
.; James, Cleary , and Paine have chosen a unique extracurricular activity. With at least six years of experience , all three
appear to follow the logo "once a fireman always a
fi reman. " So when you see them sprinting down the hall
it might be wise to simply step aside and yell "good luck!"

R CAB approves
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107 Main St., Waterville
872-2182

by SUZANNE KRUMM
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Drop by for all your prescription needs ,
vitamins , greeting cards , gifts and cosmetics. Browse
through our paperbacks and school supplies sections.
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sp ring ,and also f rom t he Treasurer 's
RCAB and Stu-A approved a Discretionary fu nd which was $8,275
1984-85 budget of '127,800 to be allot- at the drafting of the budget.
\fter this Discretionary fund is usted to the 51 clubs which existed last
spring. The Board of Governors ed up, theoretically no more funds will
be available if clubs run over the
reviewed this budget Inst week .
Some discussion wns given to why budget. In this situation , clubs will
t he women 's rugby club received only "hnve to start running fund raisers ",
$700 and the men 's rugby club receiv- snid Jim Pcncock , Director of Stu-A.
Some of the clubs which have received $1 ,100. Bruce Hickey, treasure r of
Stu-A explained that this was simply ed large budgets include (with rough
b ecause th e figures l ist ed were t he figures): Social Life : $21/500, The
figures that the club asked for, no ECHO: $15,000, Cultural Life :
$11 ,000' , WMHB: $10 ,800 , The
other reason,
,
b
s
have
forme
d
Oracle: $7 ,350, Ski Clu b: $6,000.
Th is year new clu
70
clubs
to
allocate
Next year 's budget will be drawn up
nn d now Colby has
for
these
new
to,
Money
this
spring by Hickey and the Finance
the budget
at
wh.ic.hjs, comprised of the
rqrn
cl\ipjping
awaj;
committee
cluljs .has cqtijcj
'budgets alldtte'tl *> tb 'Other • clubs Mast •fIniance thairsWVach
Tj brhmons.

Weaver resigns after ten years
by BILL DONAHUE
Director of Financial Aid Gary
Weaver will leave Colby this week and
head for summer camp.
Weaver, who has been involved with
financial aid at Colby since 1974, has
resigned and will accept the position of
executive director at Camp O-AT-KA,
an Episcopal boy's camp on Sebago
Lake. "I felt that 10 years in financial
aid was a pretty good stretch and a
change was in order . The new job offer seemed promising as I took it, "
Weaver said.
Weaver , who graduated from Colby in 1968, began his career here as an
assistant director of Financial Aid and
Career Counseling. When these offices
separated in 1979, he assumed his present position. In his ten years of working on financial aid , tuition has increased 191 percent. In the past few
years, Weaver said , there have also
been significant cutbacks in scholarships and loans available to studen ts .
As a result , he said, "There has been
an enormous growth in the need for
family financial services. "
In response to this need Colby has
instituted many new financial aid programs under Weaver 's direction. For
example, it has begun the parent load
program whereby any parent of a student can apply for a loan of up to 6,000
dollars per year . Private donors have
also responded by giving more scholarship .money to Colby. Furthermore,
there has been a drastic increase in the
number of campus jobs. "Colby's aid
program is very well supported and second to none in its progressiveness and
concern for students," Weaver said.
Colby's financial aid program has
become more complicated since
Weaver's arrival. This is due not only
to the growing number of programs
but also to the "increasing requirement

for technical soundness," Weaver said.
This requirement has arisen because
financial aid programs are now more
regulated and income tases are more
complicated. An increase in the
number of divorced and self-employed
parent applicants has also complicated
financial aid.
Weaver will begin working for
Camp O-AT-KA Saturday. He
described it as a "liberal arts" camp
where 200 boys ranging in age from 9
to 15 participate in sports, arts and
music and make day trips. Weaver ,
who was a camper and counselor at the
camp for 12 years, said , "My responsibilities will be much like those of a
headmaster of a private school ... I
have total responsibility for the success
of the camp." He is in charge of its
financial success and the quality of the
activities it offers campers;

Weaver informed Doug McArthur ,
Dean of Admissions and Financial
Aid, of his resignation on September
4. McArthur then began conducting a
national search for a replacement. He
will receive applications until October
15 and then a selection committee composed of students, faculty and administration will choose "Weaver's
successor.
McArtnur nopes tnat tne new financial aid director will begin working no
later than January 1. The period between now and then , he said, is the least
hectic period of the year for the financial aid office. All aid applications for
this year have been processed and the
annual audit has just been completed.
Weaver said, "The new director will
have a fairly easy time adjusting
because he will be dealing with an experienced staff."

Peacock is new Director
.

by BILL TWOMEY

Jim Peacock , new to Colby this
year, has a formidable task ahead of
him. His new job actually involves the
tasks of two jobs made into one: Director of Roberts Union and Director of
Student Activities.
In his capacity as Director of
Roberts Union , Peacock will be
responsible for the operation of
Roberts , reservations o'f rooms, and
the organization of Roberts Desk. Liz
Lane, the Student Activities Assistant ,
will also be responsible for Roberts
desk.
Peacock has thus far been involved
in various activities including COOT,
freshman orientation , and organizing
the Winter Activities Association. He
hopes to make manv changes and im-

provements this year with the induction of the new commons system.
Among his goals are updating the files
of all the clubs, keeping the Colby
Calendar up to date to provide current
information on events, and making
Roberts Desk more of an information
Center. He also hopes to provide more
service to clubs so that they will have
a better system to work within.
With the construction of the new
facility, the Student Activities office,
Peacock's other responsibility , will
have to be restructured to focus more
attention on how to serve students, and
how to fit within the "new" campus.
Peacock stated , "The more professional a student organization can act,
the better they are received." Furthermore he feels, "As an organization
learns to work within the system, they
will see much more accomplished. "
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Jim Peacock, newly appointed Director of Roberts Union

Faculty Affiliate
Program b egun

Instead of organizing activities like
the faculty affiliates and residents,
associates will be available to "attend
cultural offerings , to chair forums, to
A new program called the Faculty suggest speakers, and to share other acAffiliate Progra m has been initiated tivities with the students of their comthis year by Associate Dean of Students mons," according to Dean McPhetresJoyce McPhetres-Maisel. This pro- Maisel.
McPhetres-Maisel also added that
gram will allow faculty members to
become more involved with students the Associates might find the comwhile not having to make as great a mons a convenient place to schedule
activities like information nights or
time committment.
Faculty members who have been visiting lectures.
Forty-eight faculty members have
chosen to become involved in this program have been assigned to one of the volunteered to be faculty associates.
four residential commons where they Many of them requested to be assignand their families will be able to dine ed to a specific commons. All of these
requests were honored.
whenever they choose.
This new program has the potential
The chief function of the Associates,
however, will be to act as intellectual to bring faculty and students closer
and cultural resources for the students together and may develop into a very
positive aspect of campus life.
in their particular commons.
by MIKE DONNELLAN
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WEEKLY ENTERTAINM ENT

Tuesday night—

Ladies ' nigh t
$1.25 mixe d well drinks

Wednesda y night— $1.00 O'Keefe beer

CHAPLIN COMMONS:
Paul Machlra
David Fearon
Roger -Metz
Ross Reynolds
Mark Benbow
Marcia Tardito
Dav id Kur t z
Don McCarthy. .
Stan and Colleen Nicholson
Charles Bassett

JOHNSON COMMONS:
Jane Moss
Pete Moss
Dick McGee
Jay Labov
Art Champlin
Jim and Diana Airozo
Harold and Betty Pestana
Bob and Shannon McArthur
Jim Peacock
Bruce Vermeulen

FACULTY ASSOCIATES'

Thursday night— Grizzly night
1.00 Grizzly beer
Friday & Saturday— Chalk Boa rd Specials
with Rock Videos

VIQEO ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
NEVER A COVER
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LOVEJOY COMMONS:

L i nda M y ers *

Harold Jacobson
Bob Christiansen
Han k Geinery
Miriam Bennett
Barbara Nel.^»n
Sonyn Rose
Wa yne Smith
E dwin Kcnnc y
Guentcr Wcissbcrg
Janice Seitzinger

MARY LOW COMMONS:
President and Mrs. Cotter
Dorothy Reuman
Bob Reuman
David Groth
Lizz Klcemcier
Fran k Parker (Francis H.) .*.
Kiyoko Anderson
Tom Tietenberg
L ewis Les te r
Nick Rohrman
Steve Woody
MUzi and Doug Archibald
Eric A. Binn ie
Lee Fcigon
William O 'Nc il
Kris Hallbcrg

. . . And what does she have against Colby ?
the stampede. But they will not divulge Trinity, Cornell, Hobart, Bates..." "I proximately midway between
is supposed to have ten minority
their SAT scores. It's their most per- applied to Harvard , Dartmouth , Brunswick and Bangor. No wonder
scholars, but we only got five last
At final exam time, COLBY COL- sonal information. They type, buy Tufts... " "I applied to Bennington and students claim Colby strikes them as year." Is it comfortable? "There's no
LEGE students are too busy and ner- plastic covers for their papers, but Middlebury... " Some do consider "not the real world. You can't get in- blatant prejudice here, just aititudinal
vous to talk about anything not related they're not intellectually alive. There transferring otit, but most are happy volved. What kind of impact can col- problems. It 's die majority 's first contact with minorities." But this black
to their finals. In appearance, they've are no intellectual eccentrics at Colby. enough to stay.
lege kids have anyway?"
paid the price of their suffering: stale- A student's definition of 'eccentric' is
The obvious result of the work
As far as real world is concerned, student says,"Preppy upper-middlelooking sweatshirts, sallow coloring, someone who doesn't major in Ad- pressure is a nonparticipation in ex- Maine is not what you'd call a haven class students would certainly fit in at
acne, stringy hair. "Sometimes I worry ministrative Sciences." And"Colby and tracurricular activities and a disinterest for black people. This is reflected in the Colby- But I recommend for students
it's too serious, their overemphasis on its students regard the institution as a in causes. "Apathy is misapplied," Colby student body. Financial of color and bi-racial students to try
grades and studying - to the neglect of liberal arts college, no less.
students protest. "It's not apathy, it's assistance is generous, and that's usual- it. The only requirement would be a
It is likely that the overdrive is due no time. You're not famous if you get ly why blacks say they come. But "it's strong will to succeed in a
other things one should do in college,"
says a dean. The grade and resume are to the fact that Colby was a safety involved. People don't care who edits one thing to get a black person to come predominantly white society and be
king and queen at this small school in school for many of its students. "It's the newspaper. They just care that it here, and another thing to keep them smart! "
the best school I got into. I wanted comes out." Waterville is remote, ap- here. They have no social life. Colby
Waterville, ME.
"It's a problem to deal with the
"Some students haven't read any
homogeneity," a professor says. "I'm
real books other than textbooks," proteaching sociology to one hundred
fessors say resignedly. "There's no
twenty students, and there's only one
passion. I'd give anything for a student
black
kid in the classroom. I think I
problem and cheap
to stand up in class and say,"Bullshit!" MOST POPULAR MAJORS: Economics; English;
should
hold up a picture of minority
GAY SITUATION: Very in the closet. Organization recentThey go to class, take notes, when Government.
students.
I should dress as a native
ly folded, but gays exist.
tested they repeat exactly what's been LEAST POPULAR MAJORS: Black Studies; Russian
American."
MINORITY SITUATION: Somewhat integrated, but tend
said, and never question. The collec- Studies
"At least 50 percent don t even
to socialize separately. "Campus has its share of racist
BEST
PROFESSORS:
Professor
Mark
R.
Bentive student attitude is like that of an
know
how much school costs. But I
sentiments."
errant taxpayer before a dreaded audit, b_w(English): "A challenging teacher, a great scholar; cares
think
a
lot of students are aware of
GREEK LIFE: Abolished, Spring, 1984.
or a factory worker anticipating about everyone that signs up for class"; Deborah McDowell
parents do for a livwhat
everyone's
FINANCIAL AID: Very good, most people receive some
layoffs . . It 's the frantic grind , (English): "She has high expectations for herself as well as
percent
of the student
Seventy
ing."
sort of aid
for students."
motivated by need, not desire.
.New
England. The
body
comes
from
INFIRMARY: Takes active role in birth control
People who teach these kids must
i.e., "that
others
are
always
outsiders,
BEST PLACES FOR QUIET STUDY: 24-hour study SPORTS: Hockey - team called the "White Mules"
adjust in order to prevent a loss of faith
person
from
California/'
But
cubicles in library
TYPICAL STUDENT: "Very attractive, if you like the
in their profession . "They're not antifeel
superior
to
Texans
"Nards"
can't
white, preppy, upper-middle-class, athletic look. "
BEST PLACE FOR SOCIAL STUDY: Campus pub
intellectuals, they're a-intellectuals."
BEST DORM: The Heights (newest) *
BEST THINGS ABOUT SCHOOL; "Faculty; location; at Colby. "Nards '' are what natives of
Professors concede that Colby is fillMaine are called, and there is a
WORST DORM: Dana ("Unless you are a HEAVY size."
ed with hard workers, but "the vast
recognized
bias against them.
partier ")
WORST THINGS ABOUT SCHOOL: "Lack of diversimajority work for grades. If you tell
Colby students lack
not
that
It's
options
BEST PLACE TO LIVE OFF-CAMPUS: Few
- ty; sheltered location; food. "
them you won't grade them, it flumenergy,
It
even
has
"an electrified camhousing in Waterville has a certain sameness to it.
FAMOUS ALUMNI: Elijah Parish Lovejoy (Freedom off
moxes them. They don't work for
pus."
Everyone
has
stereos and TVs
The
Pub
HANGOUT:
MOST POPULAR ON-CAMPUS
the Press): Doris Kearns Goodwin; George H. Lorimer
themselves. 1 hand back bluebooks and
now. We've recently had to double our
MOST POPULAR OFF-CAMPUS HANGOUT: Yow- (Saturday Evening Post); Senator Edward J. Gurney; Peter
204 people go/Whadja get? Whadja
wiring capacity. "
Know-Whose Pub
Hart (Pollster); Ralph J. Bunche Jr.; John Roderick (First
get?' I have to leave the podium before
BEST PIZZA: Isaac's Deli (delivery until midnight)
AP Bureau Chief); William Moson (First black Asst. U.S.
Attorney General, Virginia); Edward R. Cony (Exec. Editor,
DRINKING AGE: 20
FAVORITE DRINK: Moosehead Beer
Wall Street Journal)(x); Robert B. Parker (author, Spenser
FAVORITE DRINKING GAME: Quarters
Detective Series); Robert N. Anthony (Former Asst.
This is an excerpt taken from Lisa
FAVORITE DRUGS: Pot; 'shrooms; cocaine
Secretary of Defense; professor Harvard University); John
BEST PARTIES OF THE YEAR: Menage-a-Trois given Wesley Combs (former major league pitcher); Leonard W. Birabach's College Book
by Student Organization for Black Unity
Mayo (Executive Secretary, Association Aid to Crippled
PARKING SITUATION: Helps to have a car; parking no Children)
by LISA BIRNBACH

—The Best of "The Worst "—

See what
happened over .
the weekend.
The ECHO
security report

• Writing Center -

respond directly to a student's particular needs. Wallace emphasizes that
knowledge." She feels that once a stuthere are different tools of analysis and
dent becomes more aware of his or her different ways to structure papers for
mistakes, the more capable he or she each academic department. Professors
will become.
are there to help but do not always
The Writing C.nter is also willing to have enough time to give extensive individual help to students.
y4
j^P^V^^^^ Eqp"^1!^ *w^r *0 Hr w *m <m 'V ' v » » y j|l WNP l ¥"»y > v», f v ^l *#yyyvH In this case , a professor may refer a
student to the Writing Center , and a
three way relationship can be formed
between the Center , student , and pro :
fessor. The Writing Center is also trying to expand its services by coor; dinating its efforts with the Office of
j
CANTO NESE CUISINE & COCKTAILS
Career Services, to assist students who
JFK Mall, Kennedy Memo rial Drive
'
\ are preparing applications and perWaterville
J
\
statements.
>
j sonal
The hours of the Writing Center are
Monday-Friday 9am-12pm and
ORDERS TO GO
\
lpm-4pm . The Center is open Monday
PLEASE CALL
and Wednesday evenings 6-9pm. It is
^r
873-5569 or 873-7441
best for students to make an appointw<_4_____________
S________P^-____
ment in advance, although the staff
^^
will assist drop-ins if time permits ,
___
This is a trial year for the
Open Sunday thru Thurs.
___fl___i___-____Rw__H____B ' Center, and Sanborn and Wallace are
11-8:30
Fri. & Sat. 11-10
'
&M®l^tfMmv!lmN!rhoping to discover the needs of
studen ts and faculty, and to determine
what services should be offe red.
Continued from page 4
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50,000 Gift for Woman's
Locker Room
by DAVID SCANNELL
The ladies' locker room in the field
house will undergo $50,000 worth of
renovation . because of a gift from
Elizabeth Kellet of Lawrence ,
Massachusetts, according to M. David
Roberts, Director of Planned Giving.
Ms. Kellet was a member of the Class
of 1926.
According to Mr. Roberts , Ivls.
Kellet , a retired school teacher, was an
athletic standout during her Colby
years. She was also a "great admirer "
of Dean Runnals, who did a lotto for-

ward the cause of womens' athletics ,"
said Mr. Roberts.
In addition , Mr. Roberts said that
Ms. Kellet was a great believer in Mark
Twain 's saying: "Don 't let studies interfere with your education. To her ,
the education you gained on the
athletic field was jitst as important as
the one you could gain in the
classroom."
He also said that he would like to
prominently
display" a silver cup that
"
Ms. Kellet received for athletic excellence at Colby in the renova ted
locker room.
'•

• Salamanca
Continued from page 4
assist Cauz in decisions affecting the
Colby students. Colby students must
have had at least one course in Spanish
beyond the intermediate level to participate in the program. Because of
this , most of the participants arc
juniors , although sophomores and
seniors are welcome. Colby sponsors

this program with Bowdoin and Bates.
This year , approximately 20 Colby
students went to Spain under this program; they will return to the United
States in Jate June. To receive credit ,
Colby students must complete , the
orientation program successfully, then
take the equivalent of eight semester
courses.

• Birnbach
b ach b ack f or a "second look" at Colby, They were at first
booed by the approximately 400 members of the audience
but after the booing subsided , Birnbadi, according to
Kingsley ,said she would be glad to visit. No definite plans
for h er v i sit h ave been mad e as y et , though.
When tliey were leaving the lecture, 10 or 15 B.C. students
came up to Claytor to apologize for booing. According to
Claytor, one student said , "You guys came all the way <lown
here from Colby to stick up for your school . That soys a .
lot about Colby."
Bevin summed up the feeling of the
three, sayin g, "What
Colby,
O'intellectiialism .
\she at tack? ns tj ie ^orstj aj ^c^s of
arid lack of j mrigjij iallon , arc what she giivcs us in her jju idc."
1
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Cotter on Probate
by SARAH GRAVES

Students galher at Law Day last Friday with law school representatives

• Registration
sas registration must take place 20 days
in advance of the election. Finally, a
person must register 30 days in advance
in Washington D.C., California , Tennessee, Hawaii, Louisiana , Ohio,
Rhode Island , South Carolina ,
Virginia , Washington, West Virginia ,
and Wyoming. North Dakota has no
registration requirements as there is no
registration required for elections
there.
All states accept registration in person. However, only the following accept registration by mail: Alabama ,
California , Deleware, Washington
D.C., Iowa , Kansas , Kentucky,
Maryland , Minnesota , Montana, New
Jersey, New York , Ohio, Oregon,
Pennsylvania , South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah , Vermont, and
Wisconsin.
Certain states have more specific
registration deadlines. In Maryland ,
registration closes on the 5th Monday
—

before the election. In Massachusetts,
registration closes 30 days before elections for state, 20 days before elections
for cities. In Missouri, registration
closes at .5 p.m. on the fourth Wednesday before the election. Registration in
Vermont closes at noon on the third
Saturday before the election. Finally,
in Wisconsin , registration in person
closes at 5 p.m. on the second Wednesday before the election. Registration by
mail must be postmarked by this dale
in Wisconsin.
Some local candidates will be sponsoring voter registration at Colby in the
upcoming wfeeks. Students should
watch for notices posting times and
dates for on campus registration.
Students wishing to register to vote
in their home state should contact their
Town or City Hall for absentee ballots .
Absentee ballots from other towns and
states may be notorized at the Waterville City Hall in the Clerks office.

• Bookstore
"Harvard Coops," a second hand
paperback bookstore, and even a combination bookstore/cafe in Boston.
However, this is her first effort managing a small college-owned bookstore.
Having planned to move to Winterport , Maine anyway , the Colby job
seemed ideal for her.
"I thought it would be good because
I could apply my previous experience
to this job. In many ways, it is like my
past experiences, but in others, it 's different. " she said.
Tonnaso also has plans for trying to
get the bookstore more involved in student activities, through the ordering of
T-shirts for special groups and involving student organizations in helping
with book sales.

judges to 4 full-time Superior Judicial
Court judges. An argument against this
proposal is that , by doing this, there
won't be as many judges available
locally.
The second concern involves Family Law jurisdiction. Whereas some
states have special courts for family
matters, in Maine such cases are
dispersed throughout the Proba te ,
District and Superior Courts. Cotter
suggests, for instance, that a specific
court should be designated for Family
Law matters , such as District Court.
President Cotter is a lawyer and
graduated from Harvard Law School.
The other members of the committee
include Maine State Senator Richard
Trafton , State Representative Susan
Bell', Probate Judge Allan Woodcock
Jr., Aroostock County Register of
Probate Cecilia Rhoda , and Professor
Merle Loper of the University of
Maine Law School who is a consultant.

"I'm glad to be chairman of the
committee because I enjoy getting involved in legal matters again ," said
President William Cotter who has been
appointed the chairman of a committee designed to study the handling of
Probate and Family Law matters in
Maine. The committee, which is composed of lawyers , judges , and
legislators, was formed by Chief
Justice Vincent McKusick of the
Superior Judicial Court, and is researchine two senarate issues.
The first issue deals directly with
Probate Court structure: whether or
not to retain 16 Probate Court judges
who only work part-time, yet also
function as part-time lawyers. This has
created some concern as to whether a
conflict of interest is in evidence.
One possible solution, according to
Cotter, is to pare down the 16 part-time

9 Board

ed to a Commons, and that they could be represented by
the chairpersons of those Commons Councils. Porada
responded that off-campus students are so dispersed among
the commons, that if the off-campus community desired
to have a function for itself , it would be difficulfto determine which Commons Council should finance it. One board
member suggested that a separate fund , a sort of "OffCampus Club," be established solely for off-campus people. After much discussion and debate, Porada 's motion
was approved by the Board by a narrow margin.
Many small committees were created to perform various
duties. The Evaluation Committee , chaired by Johnson
Commons President Cici Bevin, will evaluate the procedures
and progress of a number of organizations , including the
Board of Governors itself. The Publicity Committee, whose
chairperson will be announced later , will look at publicity
on the campus as it stands now. Another committee, which
will work with Director of Student Activities Jim Peacock ,
will discuss the allocation of leftover RCAB funds, which
amount to several thousand dollars. Over a dozen other
committees were established to discuss and vote on the
various issues regarding College policies.
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Announcements
"SOUTH AFRICA: Recent Events
and Prospects for Change, " with Ken
Carstens. Thursday, Oct. 4, at 7 p.m.
in the Coffeehouse.

GRAND OPENING: The Waterville
Democratic campaign headquarters
announces its opening at 155 Main
Street. Students and faculty are cordially invited to an opening celebration
beginning at 6:00 p.m., Sunday, Oct.
NON-CORPORATE jobs and careers: 7 and a viewing of the first Mondalea talk by Nancy MacKenzie, Monday, Reagan Television debate beginning at
Oct. 8, at 7 p.m., in the Coffeehouse. 9:00 pan .

Club news
CLUB NEWS: There will be an
organizational meeting for the German
Club Thursday , Oct. 4 from 7:00 to
8:00 p.m. in the Hurd Room second
floor Roberts. Cider and doughnuts
will be served.

JlgWgIUIDU
FRIDAY
Movies
7:00 p.m. "Serpico" and "Dog Day
Afternoon " - Lovejoy 100
Entertainment
9 - 12:00 a.m. Commons Feud in Given
Auditorium

• Woman Assaulted

Cinema Center
"The Wild Life, It's Casual" Rated R,
7:05 and 9:30 p.m.
"Irreconcilable Differences" Rated PG
7:10 and 9:30 p.m.
"Indiana Jones and the Temple of
Doom" Rated PG, 6:45 and 9:20 p.m.
Charles Bronson in "The' Evil that
Men Do" Rated R , 7:15 and 9:15
"Ghost Busters" Rated PG, 7:30 and
9:45 p.m.
"All of Me" Rated PG. 7:00 and 9:00

Seitzinger did find one man
with a maroon Union sweater
around 11:30 that night, but he
was not involved in the incident.
Union Coach Al Bagnoli did
bench the player, however, for
being out after the curfew of 10
pm, said Raymond.

Personals
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Sisters:
What mote can \ say than...than* for a hell ot a
time. You made my weekend!
Signed,
An Impressed Guest
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SATURDAY

Entertainment
9:30 - 2:00 a.m. Hawaiin Party in Dana
Dining Hall

kh (ton

;

5 - 7:00 p.m. Happy Hour in "Disco"
dining room in Roberts
9:30 - 2:00 a.m. Screw Your Roommate; semi-formal. Johnson/East
Quad, in the Heights Community
Room

Movies
7:00 p.m. "Serpico" and "Dog Day
Afternoon " - Lovejoy 100

bally assaulting some students .
In that case, Colby sent a bill,
refused to allow the Rugby team
to return , and also cancelled all
athletic events between the
schools. "That is certainly an
option in this case," said Seitzinger, "but right now we just
have to wait and see."

Continued from page 1

That was very normal, a typical
reaction to this sort of ordeal,"
said Seitzinger,"but we didn 't
have any concrete evidence, so
we couldn 't stop the game."
If she is able to identify any
of her assailants as Union
students, she may choose to prosecute either through local
police or through Union College, said Seitzinger . "We will
have to wait and see what, if
anything, Colby will do," she
added.
Last year, a Holy Cross rugby
team visiting Colby vandalized
school property as well as ver-

LECTURE: "Generational Differences in China Today." Ms. Kang
Hongjin will speak on the generational
differences in current political attitudes
in China. She is presently a teacher of
the People's University in Beijing, a
training ground for high-level Chinese
cadres. Monday, Oct. 8 at 4:30 in the
Robinson Room, Miller Library.
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MIL LER'S
BEVERA GE
BARN

To my "little" freshman:
Can you say P.A.R.T.Y.? You think you are a party
machine, huh... We 'llput you to (he test Friday evening - |ust you wait kiddo! Good Luck!
Love,
Your Favorite Upperclassmen!

M.M.M.:
Can you say SMILE? Good, I knew you could I
Love ya,

Sunshine

Chaplin 216:
Got your eyes peeled girls? Don't let me down, I
wantsome progress! I'll give you until Saturday night
¦• then we play the game my-way!
See you al dinner!

RAAHHHH...

WHEN I'M UP

YOU'RE ALL UP...
"HEY THERE BOYS I'M BOBB Y BROWN..."
Yea h but I cnn still take an hour on the lower of
powet. Watch that Rocco.
••Spollah
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direct." He called for more frequent
meetings of senior officials to improve
relations. Gromyko repeated his concern that the U.S., in seeking military
superiority over the Soviet Union, is
stepping up the arms race. Gromyko
blames the U.S. for the arms race and
says it's up to America to start negotiations. Reagan believes that the Soviets
should start negotiations because they
walked out of the Geneva Conference
on arms control last year. However,
administration officials said that the
Reagan-Gromyko meeting was successful in communicating the president 's willingness to have a new relationship with Moscow.
During a campaign speech at Bowling Green State University, Reagan
said that the U.S. Embassy bombing
was a result of the "near destruction
of our intelligence capabilities in recent
years, " a statement that many officials
said put the blame for the bombing on
the Carter Administration. Carter
responded by saying that the accusation was "personally insulting" and
"gross in its implications. " He
demanded an apology "for these
misleading statements."
As a result, Reagan called the former
President on Friday to say that he did
not intend to suggest that Carter's Administration was responsible for the
bombing.
The results of the Harris Survey
from September 21-25 states that the
recent embassy bombing has made
people rethink their opinions of
Reagan 's foreign policy. The new poll
shows 78 percent of those polled
believe that the latest bombing is a
serious set back for the U.S. 73 percent believe that the loss of lives in
Beirut (remembering last year's loss of
241 Marines) is not worth it "considering what has been gained there." Lastly, 63 percent think that Reagan's
foreign policy is "a failure. "

Theo-2 Ihings-sony about the dishwasher and sorry
to 'leave you holding the notes: but I'll still lend you
a "hand." See you at the exam, don't forget , you
LOVE your Congressman.
Blanche- Who's a hoi tuna now, huh? While I'm away,
remember to avoid rash decisions at all costs. One
more thing -• you aren't as cute as you think you are!
Haricot

K in G:
This is a (orm personal. Hope you are having fun,
Me am. Yes. Thank you. Yes. Yes. Yes. No?

Hey Sexy ShortsHow about the Wate rgate Hotel?

Hey You in Pepper 322:
Sorry about the misspelling last week. I was too
drunk and Clem did something unmentionable all over
my sport coat. So what can I say? II won't happen
again lor the rest of eternity, I promise.
Hu gs and Kisses ,

\

'
'

_*¦

Gin Pup- Way back in the 50's before they were all
doing the icki on the firs t date. What did people do
for fun? Did thoy need shaving cream, ropo and mud
or Is that a new invention? Sorry wo missed your party
but wo fell asloep,
Love ,
Those two great gals from back In the 50's
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New David Bowie , U2 «
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Talking Head s albums. Ii

$35.00
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Continued from page 2 ' •._ control talks with President Reagan.
He said afterwards , "This is the time
to make progress, because time's
a'wastin'."
. Mondale argued that the improvement of relations is urgent because of
the quickened pace of the arms race
since W80 and the new threat presented
by space warfare. The relations .have
to be improved as a whole, or arms
control talks will not be productive, he
said. He told Gromyko that the
Solidarity movement of Poland "ought
to be given its freedom ," and that
Soviet cooperation is needed to bring
peace to Central America, the IraqIran War,, and Lebanon.
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Continued from page 2

Sal

Is now serving
p izzas and san dwiche s

t

• Elephant

Stating that he hoped President
Reagan would rriake progress, Mondale commented,"It's not too much to
believe that the American people expect their president to make some
progress."
On Thursday, Vice Presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro spoke to a
crowd of 10,000 people in Boston. She
focused on Reagan's insensitivity to the
elderly, the peace movement, women,
minorities, trie poor and the environment. In reference to women, Ferraro
said that ,"Mr. Reagan likes the gold
standaj d for currency and the double
standard for women."She also claimed that "The Reagan administration
has a calculator where its heart should
be. " The Reagan motto, she said is to
"reach out and crush someone."

Classifieds
Do you need financial aid? Many scholarships are
available. Don't miss oul on aid that could.save
you $$$. Free details, no obligation: Services SD,
5120 Ed. Montpetit, No. 9, Montreal, Canada
H3W 1R2.

Wabblt and Spider,
Let's do tun \hings. Smite and quit your bitching.
Oh, to be stood up or not to be stood up. It's all in
good lun. Yes?
Deb
Mr. TedrJy Longjohn-aka Mike and Penny- you sick
puppies! Iam perfectly willing to go through with the
agreement- but I will not do demonslrations! Sorry
• but I am not an exhibitionist. Besides,Greg wouldn't
be too happy about this- especially the recommendations f rom the lech!

A Loose Woman

P.S. If I must demonstrate, will your cooperation pay
for my partner 's transportation from California?

K- Congratulations, you're a very talented gymnast.

873-6228 . .
52 Front St., Waterville

St. Pauli Girl , It. or dk., 6 pk
Moosehead , 6 pack
Buscri or Old Milwaukee , 6 pk
12 ounce bar bottles
V_ kegs
Busch , Old Milwau kee, Pabst
Includes tax !
Deli Special
10 oz. regular dough pepperoni
,,

• Donkey

cheap est p rices
in Maine/
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GVeg,
You should stop Haltering me so much • because
I may become as egotistical as you. Then, we
wouldn't be.balanced, Whal are you doing in California anyway? Taking sex/ , come-hither pictures, You
pervert! And to think I thought you were art Innocent.
I'm courting tho days.
Sheila

Twenty-live year old male. Incarcerated in the Arizona
Sla t e Prison , Florence, Arizona, Is In dire need ol outside correspondence, in oidor to relieve tho lonliness
of prison life. "All letters, and questions wlll. be
answered. "
Write lo:
Mr. Dometrius T. Nelson
P.O. Box B.46973
Florence , Arizona

85232
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McPartland entertains crowd
with collection of j azz choices

Fri., Oct. 5

Mon. and Tues., Oct. 8-9

Films: "Serpico " and "Dog
Day Afternoon - Lovejoy 100,
7 pm

Auditions for Jason Miller's
"That Championship Season,"
to be performed on Nov . 8-10.
Runnals lobby at 8 pm.

Sat., Oct. 6
Films: "Serpico " and "Dog
Day Afternoon " -- Lovejoy
100, 7 pm
Sun., Oct. 7
Vesper Concert -- Chapel , 3 pm
Wed., Oct. 10
Film: "East of Eden " - Lovejoy 100, 7 and 9 pm

Pianist Marian McPartland played in Wadsworth Gym
on Saturday night. The gym is usually one of the last places
to look for live music on campus , but McPartland , together
with Colby's fine Steinway, the McPartland music shell
(not associated with Marian), and an enthusiastic audience,
succeeded in creating an ambiance which made the basketball hoops almost disappear.
McPartland is a jazz pianist who has achieved international recognition for her performances and recordings.
Her style shows the influence of musicians from ArtTatum ,
Teddy Wilson , and Duke Ellington to John Coltrane , Bill
Evans , and Chick Corea. The songs she prefers to play are
more or less standards of the solo jazz piano repertoire.
She concentrates on songs that were at the height of their
popularity from the I920's to the 1950's, especially those
of songwriters such as George Gershwin , Jerome Kern , and
Cole Porter.
Although these songs have been played over and over
again by countless musicians, competent jazz artists are
able to put new life into them by improvising on the songs
basic elements. McPartland is at times a brilliant improvises She b£gan her concert Saturday with Ray Noble 's "Touch of Your Lips ," a tune which set the mood
for much of the rest of the evening. The way she structured her improvisation of this number was similar to the
way she structured many of her other improvisations. She
began with a florid introduction in a free rhythm , followed by a statement of the tune in its basic AABA form (she
seemed to seldom stray from the songs' basic structures ,
the majority of which were AABA) she began a steady
rhythm on the next statement of the tune, and explored
the possibilities within the regular rhythmic framework for
the next few verses. Nea r the end of the improvisation the
rhythm became free again, and she swelled through the final
chords to a quiet conclusion on the high notes of the
keyboard. Although most of the numbers were structured
this way, she brought enough variation and concentration
to eacli number to avoid sounding repetitive.

"Touch of Your Lips" was followed by "Willow Weep
for Me " by Ann Ronell and "Emily " by Johnny Mandel ,
a waltz on which McPartland seemed at her best in terms
of rhythmic exploration.
The next number was "All the Things You Are " by
Jerome Kern , which was perhaps the most brilliant performance of the evening. She brought stylistic variation
to the song in a tasteful yet humorous way. The humor
came from two statements of the tune in a style more
reminiscent of Mozart than of any jazz pianist. Following
the first of these statements with a statement in a style which
can only be described as "down and dirty " was, although
somewhat inevitable , a highly satisfying move.
The other number on which McPartland displayed a
comparable profundity of improvisational structure with
a more subtle approach was "Body and Soul" by Johnny
Green. This improvisation was structured similarly to
"Touch of Your Lips " (and many other tunes), but the
contrasts between verses as well as the accomplishments
within each verse crystalized this improvisation into an
almost visible form. The improvisation reached its emotional center in a rhythmically highly complex , almost jarring, statement of the tune , which contrasted well with the
more flowing statements before and after it.
The first half of the concert concluded with a Gershwin
medley. In the first part of this medley, "A Foggy Day, "
McPartland had a tendency to begin each verse with a fairly
simple walking bass line which was abandoned afte r a few
bars each time. This tendency made me somewhat uneasy,
but my experience with jazz has led nie to be appreciative
of (and to hope for) the well-wrought bass line.
McPartland began the second half of the concert with
another Jerome Kern tune, "I'm Old Fashioned. " It is
tempting to take this title as McPartland' s statement of
her musical sensibilities , but that would be unfair to her
experience with and mastery of "modern " techniques , if
not modern repertoire. In fact the next tune,"Ambience,"
McPartland' s own composition , displayed her ability to
freely vary the rhythmic feel throughout an improvisation ,
a technique which came about after many of the songs she
C ont inued on pag e 11

Porter exhibit opens m Bixler
by JIM FFRENCH
At 3:00 p.m. on Sunday, September
30ili , the Colby Museum of Art opened a show of recent paintings and
drawings by Katlierinc Porter. Porter ,
|> resident of Vinalhavcn, Maine , is an
internation ally known painter who wns
recently represented in "An In ternational Survey of Recent Painting and
Sculpture , " which reopened the
Mu seum of Modern Art in New York.
The exhib ition nt Colby, entitled
"Kn therinc Porter: I am nn
Ani erjcnn ,.. Uneasy Drennis," contai ns eleven small works completed
within the last three year's, Like most
°j' Porter 's work, the majority of the
pictures in the Colby show arc
Polillc-tlly motivated. Porter paints her
tc aQ tions ijn,d expressions, to what shq
R elieves td be Imperialist Policies of the

United States in Central and South
America, Porter 's dissatisfaction with
U.S. policies is expressed by abstracted
shapes and symbolic references usually alluded to in the work's title; most
of the works in the Colby show, unfortunately are untitled , limiting the
viewers ability to comprehend the artist' s meanings or intentions ,
T h ese same p ict ures, h owe v er , are
strong enough aesthetically and emotionally so that the viewer is completely
satisfied , One work in the show , a
scries of nine drawings entitled "I am
an American... Uneasy Dreams ," is
about U.S. .intervention in Central
A merica , especially El Salvador. The
fir st d rawing in th e series is a ma p o f
Cent ral Am er i ca d rawn In h eav y ,
foreboding Klines, Another drawing
visually links the huge industrial cities
of North America I? the Unltecl^tates '
IrtvolvcihcM in Central •Amcrica.'Otlicr

drawings show abstracted images of
fighter planes and missiles. Through
the title of this work , which is also the
title of the exhibition , Porter is trying
to convey her feeling that disagreeing
with the governmental policies of the
United States is not being unAmerican , Instead , she feels that as an
American it is her obligation to express
her dissatisfaction and dissappointment with U.S. policies .
Also in the show are three paintings
by Porter that arc not politically
oriented. These paintings are Porter 's
reactions to living and working in
Maine and her expressions of the
Maine Landscape, "Angels of Fire nnd
Ice," for instance expresses Porter 's vision of the Northern Lights. It is a
beautifu l paintin g composed of vivid
red s , oranges,g reens, and blues played
off of n . blnck background¦ nnd border.
Continued bri pago ' 10 " ' • '
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The Colby ECHO

Martin Gibson , acoustic guitarCoffeehouse, 8 pm

by TOPHER HORNER
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Wed. and Thurs., Oct. 10- 11
Auditions for Eugen e O'Neil's
"The Hairy Ape ," a Jan-Plan
production. Runnals lobby at?
pm.
The Bixler Music and Art
Library will be holding a record
sale in the picture study lobby,
Bixler , on Monday, Oct. 8 from
9 am to 4:30 pm. There will be
a variety of classical and jazz
titles available. Prices are $1 for
single albums and S2 for double
(or more) record sets . In addition , 78 rpm records will be ineluded for free with every
purchase .

•

The Colby College Marching Band had a successful debut during Saturday 's football game against Union.

J

Records go 'Round

Murray gives slide
show on Chinese Art
by MARY BOSTON

The role of women in traditional
Chinese art is based on the theme of
domestic activity and servitude. Julie
Murray, assistant curator of the Fogg
Museum at Harvard University,
presented a slide show to Colby
students last week demonstrating the
subservient roles women played in the
male-dominated traditional Chinese
society.
"Women 's . roles in traditional
Chinese art indicate male attitudes
toward women," said Murray.
Early Buddhist paintings depict
women as donors, offering gifts to
Buddha. This reflected the activ e role
of women in financial support of Buddhism , as well as relgious devotion.
The theme of women in serviceoriented roles was also present in the
secular world , said Murray. A series of
paintings called "The Admonitions
Scroll" depicts an instvucter teaching
women the values of humility,
motherhood and serving one's husband. The "Admonitions Scroll" included text to emphasize the pictorial
lesson. "The Scroll served as a lecture
on the proper behavior for palace
ladies," said Murray.
For example, one scroll depicts the
legend of a woman glorified for stepping in front of a bear as it escaped
from its cage to prevent harm to the
emperor.
Another scroll, of a bedroom scene,
suggests "the value of grooming one's
character as well as one's appearance,"
said Murray.
The theme of palace ladies was
.
!_»__.»

r i

by JEFF THAXTER
The Talking Heads have just
finished the most important
project of their careers. STOP
MAKING SENSE , their latest
record release, represents only half of the venture. The album
is the soundtrack for a Talking
Heads concert movie (also called STOP MAKING SENSE),
due for immediate release.
STOP MAKING SENSE is
another of the Live Greatest

popular because of the aura and allure
of wealth. The palace ladies were
depicted as idle and unproductive .
They appeared white and frail, suggesting their insubstantiality, explained Murray. "These women existed
solely for sensual pleasure," said
Murray.
In the 13th century, explained Murray, Chinese art reflected Confusican
morality and the instructional literature
of the time which stressed filial piety
or devotion to family. Women were
depicted in service to parents, in-laws,
""
husbands arid sons.
Confucian morality also stressed the
separation of the sexes. When men and
women appeared together in paintings ,
with the exception of family pictures,
it usually suggested licentious and
hedonistic undertones. Licentious suggestions were very subtle, said Murray .
For example , a man pictured saddling
his horse in front of a woman was expressing sexual virility.
Eroticism " and feminine mystique
was expressed in paintings of women
at their boudoir. Men did not usually
see women dressing or grooming, thus
any glimpse of the mysterious, private
life of women had erotic appeal.
Some traditional Chinese art included ordinary women of the lower class.
This was generally a romantic depiction , said Murray, because the paintings were made for the wealthy class.
Women were depicted in various
stages of saraculture, or sick culture.
Sick culture was traditionally women 's
work. In paintings , women are seen
cultivating worms, making cloth or
sewing. Women were also seen with
children while at work , suggesting the
Continued on page 11
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Hits album, aimed at the record
huyer who wants all the hits
without having to buy 12
albums. This one even comes
with a flimsy fan magazine inside. But commercialism aside,
this is an excellent record .
Long time 'Heads fanatics will
be impressed by lead singer
David Byrne's acoustic guitar
solo of "Psycho Killer," a very
upbeat "Take Me to the River,"
and excellent versions of old
favorites, "Once in a Lifetime"
and "Life During Wartime. "

The Heads were even good
enough to squeeze in "What a
Day That Was," a tune they
have been doing in concert for
years, but had never bothered to
record . For >new fans, there is
extensive material from last
year 's "Speaking in Tongues"
album , including "Slippery
People," "Girlfriend is Better^"
"Swamp," and a version of
"Burning Down the House"
that 's going to damage more
than a few speakers.
Continued or page 12

What is it?———

Preceding the opening on Sunday,
a group of students interested in the
Arts had the opportunity to talk with
Porter about her work. This was a rare
chance for students to address questions about paintings and their meanings, directly to the artist. It also provided a chance to get some insi ght into the personality that created the art.
The Porter show is worth a trip to
the Arts Museum; it provides the opportunity of viewing" some of the best
art being created today. Even if you
disagree with Porter 's political
statements, her work explores enough
aesthetic and artistic concerns to be a
completely stimulating and satisfying
visual experience.
The show is located in the back
gallery on the bottom floor of the
museum and will run th rough
November 4th. The Museum 's hours
are: Monday-Saturday: 10-12, 1-4:30
p. m., and Sunday: 2-4:30 p.m.
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n. 1. amusement. 2. an interesting
diversion. 3. a show or performance
TOPLESS TUESDAY
FLOW ERS FOR THE MS.
DRINK SPECIALS FOR THE MS.

TOPLESS WAITERS AND DJ
SPECIAL PER FOR MANCE BY THE
TO PLESS TUXEDO DANCERS

WEDNESDAY
1
2 FOR 1 ALL NITE LONG

'

Thef irstp erson to call the ECHO office and
correctly identify this p hotograph will win two
f r e ep assesto Stu-Afil ms. If the answer is lef t
on the answering machine, the entran t must
leave name and extension along with answer.

THURSDAY
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The Air Guitar/Lip Sync Contest
LAST CHANCE TO ENTER BEFORE FINALS
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Movie Review

• Murray

*' Irreconcilable Differences 5 '
shaky despite strong acting
by JOHN PROROK
"Irreconcilable Differences " is a terribly uneven film
which holds some good and some not too good surprises
for the audience, but it is eventually betrayed by an inconsistent script. The pleasant aspects of "Irreconcilable Differences" are the performances.of Shelly Long and , to a
lesser extent , Ryan O'Neal. Drew Barrymore and the illtimed, flat humor are the major disappointments.
Casey Brodsky (Barrymore) is suing her parents Lucy Van
P atten and Albert Brodsky (Long and O'Neal) for divorce
after suffering through the messy collapse of their marriage.
What Casey is really suing them over is their loss of innocence. Lucy and Albert came to Hollywood young,
talented , and idealistic. The two of them eventually become
successful and corrupted. The story of their marriage and
careers is told through flashbacks during the trial .
Throughout the whole story, Casey is ignored , patronized ,
and withdrawn; hence, the grounds for divorce.
. Shelly Long gives a stirring performance as Lucy Brodsky . She brings an honest warmth to a role which could easily have just tecome a caricature . Lucy undergoes three

double role of mother/worker that
women were expected to undertake.
Exemplary women were painted in
portraits, said Murray . The paintings
were pictorial biographies, sometimes
accompanied by text to tell who they
were. The faces were not individualized , said Murray, which stressed the
traditional Chinese value that the service done is more important than the
woman responsible for the service.
Since men wrote the texts and painted
the pictures, the women depicted as exemplary had excelled in service roles
rather than for a particular talent or
intelligence.
Ancestor portraits were similar in
that women were recognfzed as being
wives or relatives of important people,
rather than for individual worth.
The exceptions to women dep ict ed
in these servile domestic or insubstan-

severe personality changes and Long brings each stage alive
with a sensitive and vivacious performance. Ryan O'Neal's
character isn't as carefully drawn, and therefore it takes
him longer to establish Albert as a real personality. He does
so about a third into the movie and goes on to give one of
his best performances in years. Drew Barrymore comes
through as too overly conscious of her cuteness. It's as
though Director Shyer wanted us all to think , "how could
anyone aare nun sucn an aaoranie kio.
"Irreconcilable Differences " has a dual personality . On
one side the film tries to be a domestic comedy and on the
other a family drama in the vein of "Kramer vs. Kramer. "
This duality isn 't always successful. The dramatic schemes
work well but much of the humor falls flat. The funniest
scene is when Albert attempts to film a musical version of
"Gone With the Wind. " It turns out to be his personal
"Heaven's Gate.'' A lot of the comedy - especially the visual
gags, are predictable and ill conceived . The best moments
of the movie are the personal, quirky moments each parent
experiences during their roller coaster careers. Long and
O'Neal work well together and have a natural chemistry.
They are the strong elements of an otherwise weak movie.

tial roles were few, sard Murray. A picture was shown of a writer 's mistress,
who had access to knowledge of
literature through male coteries.
However, the woman was not glorified
for her knowledge. She was depicted
in a manly, unattractive pose, suggesting that society did not accept this
learned role for women.
Goddesses were the only feminine
figures depicted with power ,
knowledge and perfection , said Murray . However, it was understood that
these women were above and separatge
from earthly women.
Murray received her Ph.D in Art
and Architecture from Princeton
University. She worked at the Freer
Gallery of the Smithsonian Institute
and at the Metropolitan Museum
before becoming curator of the Fogg
Museum.

• McPartland———
played were written (another "modern " technique she used on this song was plucking the strings inside the p iano).
Many of the songs in the second half of the concert were
slow bailads , which tended to make some members of the
audience drowsy. These songs, however , showed the
romantic side of McPartland' s style very well. She made
such songs as "A Fine Romance " by Kern and "What is
this Thing called Love" by 'Cole Porter live up to their titles
with flourishing chordal passages and delicate solo lines.
Of course, a large number of titles in the solo jazz piano
repertoire have the word "love " at least implied in them ,
but McPartland has a style which seems to be perfect for
such songs.
.
Being one of the members of the audience who got a
little drowsy, I was more interested in the less romantic
material in the second half of the concert. Her interpretation of Dave Brubeck 's "In Your Own Sweet Way " was
harmonically intriguing, in the short time she spent with
it. On "Meditation ," by Antonio Carlos Jobim , she expressed the Latin feel quite well. The concert concluded
with "Royal Garden Blues," an almost rocking stride piano
tune which she and the audience enjoyed very much.
The Marian McPartland concert was the fi rst in a series
of four concerts to be presented this year by the Colby College Music Associates. The other concerts are: Music from
Marlboro String Quintet , November 4; Juliana Markova ,
pianist , March 6; and the Arden Trio , April 14. Anyone
who is interested in music should try to make it to these
concerts. You 'll never know if you like it until you try it.

Poet Stanley Plumly at Colby
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Quality gauranteed or your money graciously returned .
Largest selection of convenience groceries in town.
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Many fine deli items — Hot Homemade Soups
Lasagna dinners - Our Fresh Baked Breads - Pasteries
Salads - Chef Salads
Selected Beers and Sodas on Special
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Julia Murray presented a slide show on Chinese art at Colby last
week.
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Colby students enjoy weekend activities in the woods
of Maine

• Record reviewSTOP M A K I N G SENSE a ppears lo
be the m a n i f e s t a t i o n of the full sound
that the Talking Heads have been st riving for over the past five years. Byrne 's
vocals and g u i t a r are sharp, consistent
and as h a u n t i n g as ever. .lorry Harrison
does an excellent j o b s w i t c h i n g back
and forth between lead g u i t a r and synthe sizer a n d Chris 1 r a n t / has never
sounded b ener on d r u m s . Even bassist
l i n a Yv ' e v m o i n h h a s i m p r o v e d
c h a m a t i c a l l v and c om p l e m e n t s Byrne ' s
abstract
s i v l e w i t h reiiuu k a h l e
precision.
The I l eads b r o u g h t five oilier m u s i cians a l o n g on lour w i t h tliom. Their
presence is most not iced in percussion

and backin g vocals. The net resu lt is
a hea vier sound w i t h o u t sacrificin g
clari ty or smoothness.
1 he only weakness of S TOP M A K ING SENSE i s its failure to effectively cap t ure t he a t mo sp here of the concer t. This a l b u m should have been a
two-record set w i t h songs recorded in
I be order t h o y were played. I n s t e a d ,
STO P M A K I N G SENSE has emerged
as a li ve T a l k i n g M eads p a i i y - n i i \ .
R eimidless . this is the Heads al t h e i r
host and \\o one ' s going to w a l k away
d i s a p p o i n t e d . The bottom li ne - gel the
albu m anil see t h e mov ie. S o m e w h e r e
in between , ii w i l l all start m a k i n g
M- nse.

Tune in next week for the real time!!
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Letters —

A trocity requires more than sympa thy

To the Editor ,
On Friday night , a good frie n d of
ours was assaulted by a group of
several men. The evidence strongly suggests th at the men were members of the
Union football team.
The incident occurred at a private ,
semi-formal party which we had planned well in advance and had registered
with t he proper authorities. Our intent
in taking these measures was to insure
that the eve ning be controlled , yet enj oyabl e. Obviously, we cou ld not h a ve

anticipated the atrocity which was t o
take place.
It is appauling to us that such
violence occurred under any circumstances. But even more disturbing
is the fact that what should have been
a safe situation was, in reality, the setti ng for individuals outside the Colby
community to commit a vici ous act.
We would be upset by this incid en t
regardless of the who the victim was ,
but t he fact that it was a close friend

Does Colby have anything to be proud of? And even
if it does, are Colby students proud to be here?
The answers to these questions have not always been
clear. In the light of student apathy in previous years,
the answer to either quest ion would have been a resounding 'no. ' Recently, however, the campus has taken on
new life.
Witness, for instance , the reaction to Lisa Bimbaum 's
review of Colby. Few have viewed her article with
anything but anger, and several students-Tom Claytor,
Cory Humphreys and Cici Bevin— recently went down
to Boston to confront her. Despite a hostile crowd , they
made their point and , by making it , proved thai Colby
has students who are proud of their school.
Th ere are other signs, too, that Colby studentsare taking greater pride in the college. For the first time in 30
years , the football team has a marching band as well as
a pep squad, and a larger audience than in past years,
as well. Students are taking a greater interest in (he committees being formed , and recent elections have had a
higher voter turn-out than in recent history.
This is not the Colby of two years ago, a Colby where
complaints" of apathy could be validated by poor voter
turn-out at most student elections , and where students
could-be appointed to committees without competition.
It is, df course, impossible to pinpoint a cause for the
new feeling on campus. Nonetheless, Cla yt or , Humphrey
and Bevin are to be congratulated for their success, arid
the entire campus for its involvement. It is this pride which
ean make the Commons system , and Colby, work.

of ours only intensities the anger we
feel toward the assailants and , m ore
importantly, the sy mpathy we feel for
the v ictim. We hope that students do
not passively accept this as an unfortunate incident which happened to "someone else. " Rather , we hope that they
will understand the ramifications of
such an ordtal and be aware of risks
we all face.
Tc r i Sc a lly
Beth Healv

Fascist' sign only shows holder 's ignorance
To the Editor:
I was one of many peop le who attended the groundbreaking ceremonies
for the new student center. Throughout
the ceremony a number of Colby men
and women disp layed placards which
expressed their displeasure with the
recently inaugurated commons system ,
and with President Cotter for his role
in promoting the new plan for residential life .
To demonstrate their concern and
consternation over the changes being
instituted at Colby is both their constitutional right and (heir prerogative
as members of this student body. The
signs and their show of solidarity certainly conveyed those students ' feelings
to all in attendance . Unfortunately,
their chants and other lapses of etiquette during the ceremony detracted
from the message they wished to
convey.
The rumbling undertones thai pervaded the speeches were merely annoying and inconsiderate. However , I must
express my outrage toward the person
who displayed a sign that labeled Presi-

dent Cotter as a fascist and emphasized his accusation by displaying a
swastika. Webster 's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionar y defines fascism as "a
political philosophy, movement , or
regime that exalts nation and race and
stands for a centralized autocratic
government headed by a dictatorial
leader , severe economic and social
regimentation , and forcible suppression of opposition " (definition 2), It
is clear from both the referenda held
last year on issues of residential life and
from the vocal and highly visible protestors at the groundbreaking
ceremony thai President Cotter
demonstrates none of the at tributes of
a fascist.
What troubles me more than this
person 's misunderstanding of facts is
that he must be woefully uneducated
about the historical implications and
realities associated with fascism. More
than twelve million people were
systematically butchered by agents oi
fascist governments. The swastika
symbolizes their murderous acts and il
must be equated with the evil that this
political philosophy has wrought and
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It is scary to think about the assault which took place
last Friday night. That it could happen at all is bad
enough; but tlie fact it illustrates , that Colby is not as
saf & as its students sometimes think , is worse.
The inddcot also ilhist rates other unfortunate facts of
Ufe, There is, for ins tance , the gossip that was bandied
abo_t after the event. In and of itself , this hurt the victim almost as much as the assault; to hear her name
whispered in the hallways, to be pointed out , falsely, as
a rage victim, to be the center of a variety of wild stories.
That Colby students believed this gossip is more than
ju st unfortunate. Few questioned the source , although
several versions were heard. None thought to find out
facts, and many approached the victim with visions of
rape and callous questions about her ordeal.
Students here are supposed to know how to think , and
not fall victim to rumor. Students here are supposed to
be sympathetic and feeling, not callous and unthinkingly vicious. Rumor is an ugly thing at any time , and in
a case like this one it is even more damaging than at normal times. Col by, clearly, needs to recognize this simple
fact.
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continu es to advocate. Many of my
European relatives who were guilty of
nothing more than being born Jewish
are unk nown to me because they died
in Nazi concentrat ion camps or gas
chambers. I would venture that the
relatives of many Jewish faculty and
students at this institution suffered the
same fate. Swastikas were displayed
prominently on the armbands of
soldiers who led the innocents to their
deaths, Swastikas evoke an intense
sense of hatred and disgust within me.
This symbol should be displayed only
as a reminder that the tyranny and
genocide that will be equated forever
with fascism must never again be
tolerated , To wave a swastika on a
placa rd al a groundbreaking ceremony
Continued on page 16

Of Mule, Moose and
To the Editor:
Your editorial "The Mule it nil the
Moose " which appeared in the Sept.
20th issue of the ECHO should
stimulate lively debate.
Certainly, the tnule is lacking in
characteristics that Colby students ,
their pa rents , alumni , faculty, administration , and trustees admire. The
most notable being t he mule 's inability lo reproduce ilself. Havin g a mascot
I lull is biologically sterile is bad
enough, but the mule is also universally
known to be intellect ually sterile Colby graduates , even undergrad i uKos ,
have always demonstrated great ability al proa -eat ion and on the whole are
considered educated and intelligent. To
have a mascot with such serious short comings is einbarassin g, and I concur
with you that a change is desperately
needed.
The choice of i lie moose as a
nutscoi, however , deserves to lw uues-

. . . Cyo te?!?

lioiined. In your editor ial you stale
thai: "Clearly, the moose stands for
characteristics which Colby admires :
strength , endurance , intelligence, a
kind of pride which the mule cannot
claim , " Certainly, the moose is strong
and can endure , but I would question
your claim to the animal' s intelligence.
Autop sy 's have shown that Ihe size of
the brain of an average %0 lb. moose
to be about the si/.e of a British golf
hall , which is slightly smaller than the
equivalent ;
ton ,
American
knowled geabl e big game hunters who
stalk the moose have learned not lo
aim al its head because the skull which
protects its pitiful brain is so dense thai
htillets merely ricoch et off of i( .
If a moose can look majesti c ,
visualize it bringing its head out of
water wit h a mouthfu l of lily pads ; an
image comes to mind of K ing Henry
VII l pullin g his head out of a howl of
spaghetti. Think also of the disparag-

ing, t une worn , Downcast analosgies
applied lo the moose: Such continents
as , "Its raining harder than a moose
urinating on a flat rock!" and "He 's
as randy as a bull moose in the rut ting
season!" , hardly dignifies an animal ,
or makes it a viable candidate for the
Colby mascot ,
The most logical animal indigen ous
to Maine to be chosen as ihe Colby
mascot is the Coyote , Coyotes
established themselves in Maine about
twenty years ago and a re now ihe most
respected form of wild life lo roam our
woods and mountains in terms of cunning, beauty, and .ulupiahiliiy.
"TheColby Coyotes " has a de finite
ring to it , Skillful at procre ation ,
coyotes arc as cute its Colby girls are
eutc. Coyotes are the rnosl intell ig en t
of all fut bearing animals. Coyotes , using cMiaurdinuiv team work ;iikI
ferociousness cannot only kill ihe
Continued on paoo 16

A classic ground-breaking

Is it so
unreasonable?

by JIM SULLIVAN

(somebody had to) as most others just watched.
I'm really glad they brought all those new shovels to dig
with. Those old shovels down at B and G just can 't cut it
"We have broken ground ," declared President Cotter as when it comes to moving dirt for a new facility. Besides,
he viewed the little hole in the ground. With that simple why get one shovel from B and O when the school has got
- plenty of money to spend on nice blue ones and shiny silver
ones with cute red ribbons. What better way to spend tuition money?
statement the route had been paved for Colby to commence
Shovels are obviously needed for ground-breakings, but
work on its new facility. ..
I was having a tough time convincing myself that hard-hats
Our recent ground-breaking was a classic as ground- were necessary. But then I got to thinking that one of the
breakings go. Colby had all the proper ingredients at hand ground-breakers might go hog-wild with a shovel and start
to provide the audience with a first-class show. All of the chucking dirt in the air. It's a possibility and those hardhigh-ranking administrative people from Eustis were stan- hats would come in handy thea.
ding by. The shiny new shovels were neatly arranged , as
they should be, and the ever-necessary lard-hats were close
Even if there were no wild ground-breakers, construction
by. We had all the right people and all the right equipment; sites attract falling debris no matter where it comes from.
what else could a ground-breaking spectator ask for?
So, I guess hard-hats were, essential after all.
It was nice to see the the trustees and Eustis people millThus, ground was broken in a j oyous celebration that will
ing around . I stood close by them hoping to hear the word be long remembered, although I chanced to hear that some
on any new changes Colby would undergo, but all I heard bitter people were going to sneak over and fill the hole in
was small talk: ' 'Oh, what a lovely day to break ground," late at night so that ground would have to be broken all
and "They did a marvelous job setting up," and my per- over again; but that's beside the point. So, congratulations
sonal favorite ,"Doesn't Bill look fabulous today? " They ground-breakers, you did a nifty job. Enjoy your hard-hats
exhibited enthusiastic support for their new building and shovels; we were happy to buy them for you.

by JON ORCUTT

dent Reagan and his policies,
having nothing negative whatsoever to say about the foundaIn a commentary in the Echo tions of our society . What is
of
Sept.
20, entitled . dangerous are not attacks on in"Democratic Reasoning is cumbent policy, which are obUnreasonable ," Bob Mac^ viously to be expected preceding
Donald sought to set the record an election, but the view- that
straight on the effects of Presi- such attacks are identical with
attacks on our country and
society.
The present writer has encountered high school history
texts attempting to describe protestors in the 1950's as "people
dent Reagan s tax policy and in
who had decided that they hate
so doing, endorsed Mr. Reagan
America" and has heard , the
for a second term.in office. The
classic phrase,"if you don 't.like
purpose of this column will not
it, go to Russia " on numerous
be to refute MacDonald' s
occasions. Any such equation of
defense of Reagan's tax policy,
dissent with hatred of country
which was fairly wellor derision of society is patentdocumented , but rather to exly ridiculous; no grounds exist
amine a piece of his own reasonto assert that those speaking out
ing wh ich the present writer
against what they see as a wrong
found quite disturbing.
policy or course of action feel
MacDonald s introduction atany less for their country than
tacked the Democratic National do those perpetrating the
platform for calling Mr. Reagan
perceived wrong.
an "implacable foe of the
Because the lines on certain
poor," saying, "statements such
graphs have begun to rise duras these are not only
ing Reagan's administration ,
unreasonable
but
also
should we cease to care that the
dangerous, in that their sole
incidence of poverty is at its
purpose seems to focus on
highest level in fourteen years?
deriding our society." Questions
Is it irrelevant that much of the
of
Democratic
stimulation leading to the curunreasonableness, which often
rent boom has been through
rivals that of their- Republican
massive spending on the
counterparts, aside, it seems
military, an unproductive and
that the Democratic platform 's
vastly inefficient sector? Shall
sole purpose is to deride PresiContinued on page 16

Off the Cuff

Sex in politics
by Cyril E. Sagan
(Editor 's note: Mr. Sagan claims to be a candidate for U.S.
president with the Democratic party, living in Volant, PA.)
Sex is the driving force in mankind's existence and survival. It directs personal, family , human, national and international relations. Sex brings peace or war, friendship
or alienation. Sex can be ugly or beautiful, used or abused. Sex is private or public. Sex may be better appreciated
by the illiterate than the Ph.D. sociologist, biochemist or

Commentary

psychologist, or whorehouse madam.
As an institution evolved in sex, marriage is one of civilized society's most successful accomplishments. But never has
it been tested , challenged and cut up as it has today. It is
a fact that half as many divorces as marriages occur each
year. It is a fact that millions of Americans live in singleparent families. It seems that many men AND women don't
give a damn about their children. In unprecedented
numbers, men and women no longer want marriage or
children ; they fail to see that the essential beauty of life is
to transmit it. They say "To hell with responsibility, " as
they lose themselves in a bohemian j oie de vivre. A major political issue arising from irresponsibility in sex
is the abortion issue. The Roe vs. Wade and subsequent
Supreme Court decisions redefined marriage. That is why
American-styled abortion is wrong. In the first place the
Court infringed upon rights of states to determine conditions of marriage. Second, the Court usurped the authority of a gutless Congress. Third , the Court slighted men by
giving to women a unilateral right without defining for men
an equal, reciprocal right. The Court said women, all by
themselves, can decide to abort. If that is reasonable then
it makes sense to conclude that women decide life. If that
' Continued on page 16
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The Colby ECHO encourages letters
and commentaries from all sources
within the Colby cohimunity, Letters
should be under roughly 250 words,
commentaries under 800. All submissions are due by 5:30 pm on the Monday before publication, neatly written
or typed. No anonymous submissions
will be accepted, and the letters will only be printed anonymously after consultation witl the editor.
All editorials are the opinion of the
editor; all otlier writing on the forum
pages reflects only the opinion of the
author .

Some important concerns
by WENDY LAPHAM
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fice look like a movie set?
- Why do you pass by both mailboxes
every day and still forget to mail your
letters?
- How can computers, and humans for
that matter , function in the Miller
Library computer center when
temperatu res often reach ten to fifteen
below zero?
- What are you supposed to say when
pay-telephone operators thank you for
calling AT&T?
- Why does the water in the Lovejoy
drinking fountains taste like it 's been
pumped through the lint screen in a
dryer?
- Which has more nutritional value:
breaded veal patties or Cap'n Crunch?
- What are the true functions of the
two-ton reclining stone Hon in the
library basement , the huge bell that
doesn 't ring on Robert 's second floor ,
and the Anti-Gravity Rock?
- Who killed all the stuffed birds and
mammals in the showcase in Arey?
- Who is the person responsible for
creating classes which meet at 9:30 am

Many questions have been raised
around this campus lately concerning
some very important issues. Dr. Helen
Caldicott spoke recently on the horrific
potential of nuclear weapons, the upcoming presi dential election caus-

^

Sera toning
the Surface

ingpeople to address important national concerns, and student groups
beginning to openly voice the deep
social problems of South Africa. There
are always questions, however, which
seem to go unanswered - crucial questions which no one seems to take the
time to research. I, for one, refuse to
remain ignorant , and therefore I present these concerns to the Colby
community:
- Wliy does Professor Hogendom 's of-
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To help keep your imp ort
running smoothly, see us,
^_j__a__H________

on Tuesdays and Thursdays and 2:30
pm on Fridays?
- Why do you only lock yourself out
when all Residence Hall staff are missing in action?
- Why doesn't Colby's Health Center
invest their money in aspirin and cough
drops instead of Karo syrup and salt
water gargles?
- Who really eats the tofu at the salad
bar?
- Why do you make more typing errors in the last ;two sentences of your
paper than in the rest of the project
combined? .
- Why does the Colby Biology Depart- .
ment condone and encourage the merciless elcctroshock treatments performed on innocent Rana pipiens?
- Are Liberal Arts really liberal? Do
people really major in things like
Religion and Physics?
- Is there a person who rings the chapel
bells or is it just a tape?
- Does the Gin Pup pay off the FCC
in order to keep his radio show?
- Just how old is the equipment in the
language lab? .
- How long can one use the micro fiche
machine before vision is permanently
impaired?
- Do people ever take those study
abroad pamplcts on classroom bulletin ^
boards?
- Will anyone from the Colby community ever write a book entitled "The
Preppy College Guide to Lisa
Birnbach"?
- Who mows the Cotter 's lawn? y
I think it's time we started to serious-

ly consider t h ese q uestions an d h ow

they affect our lives. Peihaps we'd better start scutching the surface.
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Birnbach book pinpoints wrong Problems
by LESLIE ROBINSON

And happy we might be for the
woman. After all, she is an Ivy League
graduate and a Yuppie (and before
that, of course, a preppie), a woman
after our own Colby hearts.
Alas, as anybody who has read her
book knows, we can't be pleased for
her: the book mutilates Colby.
Now, I tend to be as critical as
anybody of this school. As critical, that
is, as anybody but Lisa Birnbach.
While"I agree with a fair amount of
what is in her entry on Colby, I marvel
that outside of the availability of financial aid, she could find nothing good
to say. Not one thing. Small wonder
that President Cotter and other
members of the Colby community are
finding themselves in high demand for
a reaction to the review by those same
national magazines.

There is no question that the woman
of the print media's hour is Lisa Birnbach , author of THE PREPPY
HANDBOOK and of the newly releas-

Loose
Leaves
ed LISA BIRNBACH'S COLLEGE
BOOK. She and her book have found
themselves of late in TIME, ROLLING STONE, PEOPLE, PARADE
MAGAZINE, and God knows how
many other publications. To reprint
portions of the book seems to be all the
rage among the top magazines. In addition , Birnbach is now on a book
tour, plugging away all over the country . She must be having a fine time in
the spotlight, and the considerable
bucks she is making no doubt lessen
any pain the publicity-push could
inflict.

High school students are infinitely
more likely to trust a guide written by
someone closer to their age and experience, than a guide compiled by
nameless fuddie-duddies. Her name
commands respect among those who
dwell, in the world she has made a comfortable living writing about. In, as
ROLLING STONE says, "the guide
the counselors won't give you ," people are looking for the whole scoop.
In Colby's case, she has not given it
to them, and it's my belief that Colby
will escape suffering from this barb . Its

Colby aside, the book has problems.
It's a shining example of shoddy reporting: it 's incomplete and inaccurate.
She didn't seem to make up her mind
as to whether the book should be simo-
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Along with this grade-hungryness
goes the implication that we are not interested in creativity in education . This
is the school that founded Jan-Plan.
Last year about 400 people, or one
quarter of the school's population did
an internship or independent study
during January. How could something
like that be left out? You got me.
Colby is in a state of flux these days,
and Lisa Birnbach has not helped make
the transition any easier. She might be
interested to know, however, that even
with something as traumatic as the
abolishment of the fraternities , this
school has hung together with a
vengeance: more students voted in the
last elections than have ever voted
before. And the media darling with the
over-hyped book ought to know that .

SUB

270 keiuiedy* drive 1!873-5184|

^

other schools. Birnbach accused us of
being grade-grubbers. Sure , we're interested in grades... and so are the rest
of the nation's college students. And
the interest has increased with the national conservative mood.
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academic reputation (buoyed ironically
by its place in Barron's), among many
other things, will continue to see this
institution through, thank you .
Am I simply a student irritated at the
treatment of her school? Would that
that was all. In fact , I'm one of the
people to whom she spoke almost two
years ago, and I can't get past a certain guilty feeling.
I remember that we tried to give a
balanced view at that breakfast
meeting, presenting what seemed like
an honest and fair appraisal of the
school. The good and the bad , and I
know that other students, professors ,
and administrators said a lot of
positive things. Where are they? It
seems she did a little selective hearingShe wrote that we evince little interest in extracurricular activites; I'd
giiess that, in comparison to some
other schools, club membership is not
on the highest level. However, she certainly should have seen fit to mention
that close to 40 per cent of Colby
students take part in athletics against

ly a light-hearted look at colleges or a
bona fide, comprehensive college
guide.
Ask her (or a publicist of hers, as the
Sentinel did), and she will likely say
that it wasn't meant as a , serious,
Barrons-type guide. Fine. The book is
just Lisa Birnbach's subjective look at
American schools. Okay. And the
COLLEGE BOOK will not pull much
weight among college-bound seniors.
Bull.
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• St U-J — • Fascis t

• Sex -—--——

Continued from page 1

is so, the children women bear are theirs alone. They OWN
the children. If women own children, the Court should have
the courage to say women must support them . Therefore ,
the reciprocal right men deserve, on the basis of Roe vs.
Wade, is one where they may voluntarily decide, as women,
an abortion , to pay support for their children .

"We have to make decisions that could
potentially hurt a person's career." He
added that Stu-J must establish consistency in order to have punishments
taken seriously . "We must have
justifiable reasons to do anything...
social probation cannot be used for
every problem that arises. "
A final change in " the Student
Judiciary Board this year involves
publicity .Every month its cases will be
sent to the Colby ECHO for publication. Both Worthington and Robbins
hope this press coverage will increase
peoples' awareness of Stu-J.
Robbins said the Judiciary Board is
making a basic effort to "administer
punishments which will reflect the
specific nature of misdemeanors."

Continued from page 13
mocks and blasphemes the memories
of the victims of fascism. To imply any
association between President Cotter's
policies and those of fascism is
libelous. The person responsible for
that sign owes an apology to President
Cotter and to all who attended that
ceremony. He owes himself a seat in
courses dealing with the history and
literature of the Holocaust.
Jay B. Labov

• Coyote

Continued from page 13

moose, but the bobcat and the polar
bear .
Good luck in your efforts to change
the mascot. My vote is cast in favor of
the "The Wily Colby Coyote"! "C.D.O'B. '58
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Irrationality of the Court is only part of the problem.
The question arises as to who whould pay for the fun and
games leading to abortion. Surely not the taxpayer. "Smartass" women feel it is the responsibility of government. And
lawmakers believe them !Such nonsense must cease, for if
government can make laws that fine drunken drivers, or
fine those with unbuckled seat belts, then it is even more
valid to fine women having abortions. Women, not men,
should not only pay for abortion, they should be fined .
From the illogic of the Court, a man should be free.of abortion costs since the ending of fetal life is a woman's choice.
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With knee-jerk reaction to the
faintest echo of the word
socialism, while at the same time
actively supporting some of the
most brutal right-wing dictatorships on Earth?
And are those who continue
to think about such things
despite a full stomach and a new
car derisive to their society?
MacDonald seems to imply so,
though to this writer those who
are hesitant to see their nation
led into following Reagan and
his incredible array of hacks and
cronies seem more responsible
than those who unquestioningIy accept the administration on
the sole basis of some extra cash
in the pocket. Perhaps it 's not
insignificant that MacDonald
began his article with the phrase
"maybe I'm wrong." • ' . .¦-
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• Unrea s onable ?

we ignore reckless polemics
against the Soviet Union , the
unabated stockpiling of useless
nuclear weapons, and the fact
that arms control is cynically used as an instrument to deaden
public outcry against this
mindless arms buildup?
Does domestic economic prosperity obscure the fact that in
the foreign policy sphere the
Western allies are being treated
as virtual satelite states, remaining unconsulted on major policy
changes and initiatives (the
Lebanese pullout, the Grenadian invasion, and the unilateral
abandonment of the Nimibian
contact group are prime examples of this)? Or that our
government routinely alienates
and/or radicalizes potentially
moderate Third World states

CALL: 873-2593
:

A man may have had a cooperative role in intercourse but
he is not responsible for pregnancy. A woman is, sayeth
the Court.
Moral aspects of abortion are related to the notion of
free-love. In private parlance one may ask, "Is it wrong
to lay your brother 's wife, or seduce your sister 's husband?"
The social and political question is, "How, for God's sake,
can we stop this indiscriminate messing around? "
One way which seems to be the direction government is
being .slowly pushed is to establish government-run brothels,
like state-operated liquor stores. Government would have,
to take charge for two important reasons: 1) to protect the
health of the people and 2) to protect the United States
treasury from going broke. If government eventually accepts such action, it should be done in a way that would;
serve as a perpetual reminder of how it all came about: Let
government-approved whorehouses be erected adjacent to
our courthouse.

!

perming, coloring, earpiercing
also available
located at
Come and visit
Elm Plaza
Waterville
our new store!
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Wan t to s ay s ometh in g abo ut it ?
Say it in the ECHO
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due by 5pm Monday for the followin g issue , at the ECHO offi ce
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FAMOUSLAST WORDS FROM FRIENDS
TO FRIENDS. I'm perfectly fine . I can
, drive with my eyes closed There's nothing
wrong with me. Are you j oking—I feel
great/ What am I—a wimp? I'm in great
shape to drive. You're not serious are you?
j| i
What 's a couple of beers? Nobody drives
^
my car but me. I've never felt better. I can
j it
drink with the best of them. But I only had
pi
you.
I had a couple. I can drive rings
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around anybody I can drive my own car,
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I'm not drunk. I drive better
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¦ hen I'm like this. Who says I can't drink
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ve ? I can hold my booze. I know
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a I always drive like this.
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DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP

Women win one , drop one
by CHRIS WATT
The Colby Women 's Soccer Team
had an up and down week once again ,
as their season continued to be a roller
coaster ride of wins and losses. The
women booters lost a discouraging
game to intra-state rival Bates last
Tuesday, but finished off the week on
an upbeat note, with a strong win over
Tufts University to bring their record
to 3-2.
Coming off of a solid 5-1 victory
over Wellesley College, a confident
Colby team traveled to Lewiston to
take on rival Bates College. Perhaps
this aura of self-confidence was a bad
omen, though , for the Mules fell prey
to a very physical Bobcat attack , losing 2-1.
"It was our worst game in 3 years ,''
stated a very disappointed Mule coach
Terry Parlin. Colby's play in the first
half was very lackluster. The defense
surrendered two goals, while the offense could manage only one. Both

Bates goals came on defensive letdowns; the first on a direc t kick and
the second from a loose rebound left
in front of the Colby net. One bright
spot in an otherwise dark first half
came as Kathy Sullivan took a pass
from co-captain Carol Simon and sent
a beautiful cross out of the right corner that sailed over the leaping Bobcate goalie and into the high left corner of the net.
Colby had several good chances to
tie the score in the second half , but the
Mules just weren't able to capitalize.
The team seemed to come together in
the second stanza and the match actually ended with Colby outshooting
Bates 21 to 13. It was too little, tootate
though , and the Bobcat defense hung
on to preserve the win.
It was a different story on Saturday
as the Mules journeyed to Boston to
play a strong Tufts University team.
Colby scored what was to be the only
goal of the game in the first half on a
penalty kick by co-captain Leslie

Everyone had a great game,"
stated a pleased Melcher after the
game. Coach Parlin was also happy
with this win, which could break Colby into the top ten in New England this
week. The Mules hope to better their
record this weekend with a game
against Amherst at home on Saturday.

Desimone then converted the extra kick
for Colby.
Later in the game Andy "Masher "
Brown stupified all by drop-kicking the
ball through the uprights for three
points (this is a rare method of scoring in Colby rugby) . Phil Desimone
completed Colby's point scoring with
a penalty kick through the uprights.
The hard-hitting forwards kept
Maine's points dormant by stopping
any offensive menace.
In the next game Bates beat Bowdoin, thus advancing themselves to the
finals against Colby. Although both
teams threatened to score, neither did
even though the game went into sudden death. The game ended when the

Bates captains admitted that their team
could take no more.
Although there was no scoring in the
second game, there was a degree of excitement. Big, heavy, forward props
usually never carry the ball and never
possess any speed y but Kevin Mead
showed "how-do" as he sprinted with
the ball upfield , downfield and
crossfield.On another note, a misfortunate incident befell one Colby rugger as his rugby shorts snapped open
in mid game. Replacements were
brought in and he bared his bottom to
freshman parents and other frightened onlookers as he switched shorts.
This Saturday the Colby ruggers will
travel to Bowdoin.

Melcher. The Jumbos, were called for
a hand ball inside of the penalty area.
Melcher then banged a perfect shot
past the sprawling Tufts goalie and into
the lower left corner of the goal. Colby dominated the rest of the first half.
The second half opened as the first
had ended, with the Mules controlling
the game. However, fatigue began to
affect Colby late in the half , and the
speedy Jumbo forwards began to pose
a serious scoring threat. They had
numerous scoring opportunities , but
with the help of the strong Mule defensive corps, goalie Molly Couch was
able to preserve the shutout.
Torgny Anderson races back against a UMF forward and Andy
Castle uses his head. Colby won 2-1.
"
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Ruggers host tourney
by JIM SULLIVAN

In last Saturday's men's rugby tournament Colby easily defeated Maine
Maritime by a score of 16-0 and tied
Bates 0-0. Bowdoin also participated
in the day-long rugby contest.
The tourney opened at 11:30 when
Colby ran throug h the defenses of
Maine Maritime. From the beginning
it was all Colby. In a goal line rush
Mike "Montey " Montembeau burst
through the line set by Maine Maritime
and set the ball down for a try. Later
in the game Greg Shefrin dazzled
Maine with his speed and cutting ability to score another try f or Colby. Ph il
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IF IN NEED-WILL
DELIVER

4 Kennedy Drive • Waterville , Me.
***:Pizza Subs ***
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Bar Bottles in Stock

Complete Line of U.S. & Foreign Parts

465-7963
873-0677
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CLTP AND SAVE COUPON
10-inch Cheese Pizza
BUY ONE —- GET ONE FREE
limit one per coupon
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37 Mill St.
Brunswick . Maine 04011
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Are you eating anything spec ial to help your arthritis?
Special health foods are expensive — and a waste of
money if you think they will
help arthritis. No special food
causes arthritis and no special diet will cure it. Find out
what the. experts say about
nutrition and arthritis. Send
f o r a f ree copy of "The Tr uth
About Diet a nd A rth ritis ".

Kennedy Memorial Dr. Oakland )
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kith Flowers Etc l
873-2698

DOWNTOWN

COLLEGE STUDENTS

873-2627

A 10 p ercent discount on everything we sell. While
we gladly accep t your checks and credi t cards , to
receive y our discount the rules are simple. At time
of p urchase, y ou must have a curren t ID card , and
y ou must use cash .
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Wdm0^S:;:tennis.;splits- weekend matchups
Kate Walker at fifth single's pulled out
a 6-3, 7-5 victory. First string doubles
tandem Kathryn Lucier and Shannon
Morrisey lost in a tough 3 set match
ending 7-6, 1-6, 2-6 but third string
partners Kate Wallace and Karen Mitchell managed a 6-4, 3-6, 7-6 win.
Tpugh , hard fought matches
characterized UVM as they eventually
edged Colby out for the overall wm.

. T>y PETER BLAU
Despite beautiful weather and the
home court advantage, the Colby
Women's Varsity Tennis Team could
only manage one win out of their two
weekend matches. Even though their
3-6 loss to UVM was a disappointment
it also , at the same time , showed vast
improvement from last year when Colby was blown out 9-0 by the Catamount-. Powerhouse Shannon Morrisey at first singles won 7-6,6-3-while

All, however, was not lost for Colby as they faced Colby-Sawyer on
Saturday . Colby-Sawyer proved to be
no competition for theXolby women

Aube's Picks

further proving to Colby-Sawyer the
Mules superiority. Roma Vasa who

Coming up for the Colby Women 's
Tennis team are two home matches this

played an exhibition match clinched
her victory easily from her opponent
with a 6-1, 6-1 win. Doubles teams did
the situation an_ charged into a 6-3, just as well no singles singles with Nor7-5 victory . Freshman Lorin Haughs ma Delaney and Sarah Land (first
playing third singles lost a hard 4-6, doubles) winning in 3 sets along with
6-3, 4-6 match resulting in her first loss the incredible tandem of Kate Walker
of tlie season. Suzanne Pearson play- and Karen Mitchell (second string) with
ing fourth singles had her first win of an awesome 6-7 , 6-3 victory ; Third
the season with a decisive 6-3, 6-1 string Crissy Ralff and Erin Borgeson
match. Wendy Neville and Alison played a difficult match eventually enCapstick also won their matches just ding in a 3 set loss.

week. They will take on UMO Oct. 5 th
at 4:00 pm and Bowdoin Oct. 6th at
12:00 noon. Each match is very close
which should result in some tough and
exci ting matches .

as the match progressed. Mornssey got
right down to business as she defeated
her oppoffenet in just 33 minutes with
a score of 6-1, 6-0. Deb Potter , who
played a long match , took control of

Peter Bla u is an Echo
columnist.

Oklahoma St. - Nebraska on tap

by BOB AUBE

Nebraska have had on the Big Eight title. You know the Cornhuskers will be
out for blood. An Oklahoma St. win
would put the Cowboys in the driver 's
seat for the Orange Bowl. However,...
Nebraska 23-Oklahoma St. 20.
N.C. State at (no. 12) Georgia Tech:
The Yellow Jackets have pulled off two
upsets in three weeks to achieve their
highest ranking in 13 years.They won't
need an upset this time though, because
they should have no trouble with the
Wolfpack... Georgia Tech 31-N.C. St.
20.
(No. 14) Miami at (no. 16) Notre
Dame: The Fighting Irish continue to
struggle under Gerry Faust , despite
thei r 3-1 record. They were fortunate
to beat Missouri last Saturday, but the
luck of the Irish will run out against
the Hurricanes... Miami 24-Notre
Dame 20.
Stanford at (no. 17) UCLA: UCLA
has had to rely on the foot of
placekicker John Lee (14 for 14 on FG
attempts) to stay afloat in their first

The 1984 college football season is
starting to take the form of the 1982
campaign. This week , Texas became
the fourth no. 1 team in the country
in five weeks. (Seven teams held the no.
1 spot during the regular season two
years ago.) Syracuse opened the door
for the Longhorns with their stunning
upset win over Nebraska. And on a
weekend of upsets , Georgia, Clemson,
USC and Alabama also went down to
defeat. This week s biggest game is ninthranked Oklahoma St. at no. 8
Nebraska. Other attractive match-ups
include Miami at Notre Dame, Georgia
at Alabama, and Syracuse at Florida.
Last week's record : 12-8; Against
the spread : 10-9; Season record : 25-12;
Against the spread: 17-14;
.
Oklahoma St. at (no. 8) Nebraska:
The Cowboys have a legitimate chance
io break the lock that Oklahoma and

four games, Stanford could provide a
stern test, but the Cardinals will be
with out QB John Paye... UCLA
24-Stanford 21.
(no. 20) Georgia at Alabama: The
Crimson Tide (1-3) is having all kinds
of trouble so far this season, and things
won't get any easier this week. Georgia
will be hungry after their loss to South
Carolina... Georgia 23-Alabama 21.
Syracuse at Florida: How do you
figure the Orangemen? They get shut
oul by Rutgers one week, then come
back and surprise the Cornhuskers the
next week. They. face.another tough
opponent this week in the Gators, but
they -won 't have the friendly confines
of the Carrier Dome to help them...
Florida 23-Syracuse 17.
TCU at Arkansas: After losing to
SMU , the Horned Frogs need this one
to show that their football program is
on the upswing. THe Beef Brothers
lead the way... TCU 24-Arkansas 20.
"Wisconsin at Illinois: The Big Ten

NOW IS THE TIME FOR
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Corduroy PANTS
Wide wale and Mid
Wale with contrasting
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Indiana at Minnesota: Two of the
worst teams in the country square off

Other games: (no. 2) Ohio ST.
27-Purdue 20; (no. 6) Florida St.
27-Memphis St. 20; (no. 11) Penn St.
28-Maryland 20; (no. 18) Auburn
27-Mississippi 17; Rutgers 21-Kentucky
17; Clemson 34-N . Carolina 21; Air
Force 34-Navy 17; Baylor 28-Houston
24; Virginia 20-Duke 17; Mississippi
St. 21-So. Mississsippi 20.
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me want to gag, a_ghh. The Tigers have more holes in their
infield than my mesh lingerie. Oh, please. The whole Royals
team is qualified to take Ed McMahon 's place on the show. The
Cubs, no question."
Bob Uecker: "Christ. I don 't know who's goint to' win. All
I know is I'm going to be in the front rowww. "
Phyllis George: "Steve Ganvey is such a cutie at first base,
I really want the Padres to win. "
Mr. T.: "Hey Boy! Hey Boy. Cubs better win. Hghh. You
hear me. Hey Boy, you look mighty cute in them j eans there."
Stats (Paul Mooney): "The Red Sox aren 't in it. I don 't
belieeeve you can have a viable series without the Sox."
As for your humble columnist , whose opinion plus $12,000
could get you a Colby education, I like the Tigers over the Cubs.
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Oregon at Arizona: Oregon is still
unbeaten at 4-0, but Arizona will be
their toughest test to date. The Ducks
are out to prove .that they 're for real.
.. Oregon 24-Arizona 20.

in this battle for last place in the Big
Ten . The edge goes to Gophers , but
only because of their coach, Lou
Holtz... Minnesota 28-lndiana 27.

belts
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game of the week. The loser will be just
about eliminated from tlie conference
title chase. Jack Trudeau will be too
much for the Badgers to handle... Illinois 24-Wisconsin-23.
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STORE
FOR MEN AND BOYS
Downtown Waterville .
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Mules finish strongly , come up short
by PAUL MOONEY

It was a chain of events that transformed what had been
a rout into a respectable showing for the Mules, and most
of the Freshmen Parents Weekend crowd that had witnessed the 30 point first half thrashing never saw .it.
"We came out tight , we made some mistakes, and we
weren't getting (Quarterback Chip) Kispert any protection;"
said coach Chris Raymond. The result was disastrous. Colby
fell out of contention early, allowing 23 points in the first
quarter , and over the half accumulated a total of minus 44
yards rushing in addition to turning the ball over six times .
"They had an eight-man front ," said Raymond , "and
we couldn 't get any time to throw. They were keying on
(Fullback Francis) Kelley and our halfbacks, and they were
pressuring us into making mistakes. Their defensive line is
ju st Very quick. "
So at the half , Raymond made the change. "1 had our
guard s help out on their noseguard. He was so quick off
the snap he was in there on every play. 1 thought if we could
stop him we could buy some time for Kispert."
So guards Joe Walton and Glenn Martin; and center Carl
Bontiette, started to contain the middle of the Union defensive line, and at the outset of the second half the results
were apparent. "We brought the guards together, and Chip
completed a few passes. So they dropped the eighth man
off the line and pulled the linebackers away. Sudden ly, Chip
could do some things, and we could run. "
Indeed they could. On the first drive of the second half ,
after a 35 yard Kelley carry to the Union 28;and a few completions by Kispert , halfback Peter Dooling did something
that no. opponent had done against the Dutchmen since
1982. His 7-yard touchdown run around right end stopped
an NCAA record 61-quarter streak in which Union had not
allowed a touchdwon on the ground . It also marked the first
time in Union's three games this season that the Dutchmen
had allowed a point.
The Mules went on to score again on the ground on a
two-yard Mike Mana plunge over the middle, and gathered
144 rushing yards in the second half against a defense that
still contained many of the starters. "In the second half ,"
said Raymond , "we just played as well as we could play.
I really enjoyed it."
But the real story in the second half , which Colby won
14-0, was the emergence of Kispert and his newly found
favorite target, split-end Todd Perkins. The freshman

'

The Mules chased Union out of town in the second half.

f rom the bleachers —

quarterback came alive after intermission, finishing the
game with 14 of 28 completions (eight of which were to
Perkins) and 169 yards.
"If we can harness that talent, you 're gonna see us beat
up on some people. Now that we can throw , we can run.
They won 't be able to key on Kelley anymore ^ "
Raymond went so far as to compare the young duo of
Kispert and Perkins to Trinity 's All-American' connection
of Joe Shielf and Tim MacNamara, who connected for six
touchdown passes against Bates last Saturday. "Perkins is
bigger and faster than MacNamara," he said ,"and Kispert's
got Shield's potential. A couple of years down the road ,
who 's to say?"
The defense come through for the Mules once again as
well. After having allowed three straight touchdowns in the
first quarter , including a Dan Stewart TD pass that tied
former BYU quarterback Steve Young 's NCAA record of
22 consecutive games scoring through the air , -Colby was
faced with a firs t and goal at their three. But after an offside penalty pushed Union back to the eight, the Mules held
them to a field goal.
"That was important for our defense - to know we could
stop them," said Raymond. "The penalty was our fi rst
brea k of the year, and maybe now they 'll start coming our
way more often. "
.
He hopes the breaks will be in evidence this Saturday
against Lowell, a team that he describes as "a mystery. "
The Chiefs' offense is centered around tailback Gary Errico and QB'Da n O'Connor. Errico has accounted for 98
percent of Lowell's ground production , and has averaged
over 100 yards over the first four games. "Defensively,
they 're basic," said Raymond of the 2-2 Chiefs. "We hppe
to carry the second half momentum against Union into their
game."
*
*
*
Mule Musings: LB Mark Phillips will be sidelined this Saturday against Lowell. He went down with what was thought
to have been a pinched nerve against Union , but continued
to play. The injury was later determined to be a mild separation of the shoulder.
Elsewhere in the NESCAC, Trinity QB j oe Shield continued his aerial circus, throwing for 311 yards and six TD's
on the 55-21 victory over Bates. In two games he now has
682 yards passing and 9 TD's ..'. Bowdoin continued to
display its lack of an offense, being shut out by-Amherst
49-0. The Polar Bears have scored only six points in their
two games this season. '

On to the Wo rld Series
c

by TIM BONANG
Well , another regular season has come to a close for the national passtime. In New England that means the powerful Red
Sox have been just nipped out for first place in the AL East
by a paltry 17 games. In other parts of the country it means
it's time for the fun to start. For those of you who have been
comatose since opening day, the semi-finalists might be a surprise. Kansas City in the AL West isn 't a surprise, even though
spring training was held at a Drug Rehabilitation Center
somewhere in Arizona, Now you can be surprised . I mean really
surprised . Imagine the Red Sox executing a perfect hit and-run.
Now you're ready. Detroit Tigers, Chicago Cubs and San Diego
Padres. Don 't worry - I've got an EMT right here.
Yup. The Tigers have been on a season-long joy ride that has
done more wonders for Sparky Anderson than Grecian Formula
16. San Diego has the NL Batting Champion in the personage
of Tony Gwynn at .352. Chicago has the top pitcher in the NL ,
Rich Sutcliffe, with a sparkling 16-1 record. All this overachieving for these three teams is a little hard to fathom , but
they made it. So we must now pick a winner. Unlike last week ,
when I rated football announcers by a scientific method , I will
now resort to random sampling from around the world. This
should give you , the reader , some idea what the genera! public
feels about the upcoming World Series.
So here it is, a sort of Gallup Sports Poll:
Q. Who do you favor to win the World Series?
Mel Allen: "Well this week in baseball... wait. I have to talk
about the coming world series? But it hasn 't happened yet. Let's
talk about last week. It was Ralph Houk's last game as manager,
and t he Fenway f aithf ul were out in record numb ers t o w it ness
the historic event. And the old master didn 't disappoint the fans
as he made a pitching change in the 3rd inning. Let's watch it
again in , slow motion . Fantastic. "
David Lctt crman: "Worl d Series? Call the neighbors , wa k e,
the kids , just a great time for everyone. I'd have to go with the
Tigers because Late Night is the official non-prime time talk
show of the Detroit Tigers. Paul Shaeffcr and 1 have tickets

fqr ail seven games. The first 1,000people who enter the stadium
will have their choice between a Late Night with David Letterman sponge or collapsable cup. Also the winning pitcher in the
deciding game will receive video cassettes with every Stupid Pet
Trick we've had on the show. I predict a good time will be had
by all."
Vanessa Williams: " I think the Padres will win it all because
they have more switch hitters in their line-up thai the other
teams."
Pope John Paul II: "You 'd kind of expect me to go with the
Padres and I would , except last Sunday I received the inside
story from one of my associates in a high position. He says the
Cubbies are a lock .So I'm betting against Brigham Young IV.
If he wins he gets the Vatican , Mother Theresa , and three altar
boys to be named later . If I win , I ger Danny Ainge, Steve
Young, and the state of Utah. "
Will McDonough: "Are you kidding me? None of these teams
deserve to win it. The Globe Sports department could take any
of these weak sisters. Me on the mound , Gammons lead-off and
in right , Shaughnessey at short... 1 really hope the umps strike
so we don 't have to suffer through this. "
Chuck Muncie: *i like the Royals. Every time 1 watch them
play it's like a breath of fresh air. "
Michael Jackson: "I've always associated myself with the
Bost on Red Sox because we b oth w ear a glove on one hand for
no apparent reason. It 's so sad they didn 't, have a better season.
Tito, please pass me a tissue. I don 't know. I have a really good
feeling about the Padres. "
Ronald Reagan: "Well , why us, of cour se? Those d amn
Ruskies don't stand a chance , I' ve got the MX Missile.. Oh,
baseball. Well , that 's a little different. You know I once did
Cub games as an announcer in Chicago . I like the Cubs. In fact
I think I'll give thcin a call and exhort them to 'Win one for
the Gipper. ' ",
Lee Incocca: "The Tigers. They have to, It was written into
our la test contract with the Union. If they don 't it 'll be an ugly
scene... There will be work stoppages. You know how those
Union boyc can be when they 're mad. "
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Continued an page 10

